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approve or disapprove.
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Some options will involve construction costs. On a
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at all), rate the importance of cost as a factor.
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Some options may require a temporary
disruption. This could come in the form of
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Additional Comments
Put everything back the way you found it before this dumb waste of money and destruction of down
town you have caused traffic inconvenience and wasted our tax money. Suck it up admit it was a
failure project and correct your mistake the town with ultimately thank you and appreciate a
leadership team that is willing to admit mistakes, cotrect them and learn for the future
Terrible parking plan. Remove and replace. Corner planting and seating are fine.
Something needs to change because it is horrible the way it is.
Huge mistake. A second mistake would be to not fix the first mistake. We AVOID Millburn completely
because of the raised parking.
It is important to address the flex parking regardless of cost ASAP. It is also important to add back
traffic lanes as existed prior to the onset of the thew Complete Street initiative..
The downtown has been completely ruined by the Complete Streets fiasco, so we will have to bear the
costs to repair that ill-conceived and poorly executed project. Under no circumstances should further
Complete Streets work be done expect to reverse it in its entirety.
The wisest action would be to return the downtown area to the beauty and functionality it had prior
to the short-sighted Complete Streets project. The damage being done to local businesses and
inconvenience to local residents is incalculable and compounds daily. This should happen as rapidly as
possible. Once the restoration is complete, an investigation into the costs and questionable
participants of the failed project should be considered.
You have destroyed Millburn center now go back to how it was and resign from the committee so you
can’t do any more harm
I no longer come to Millburn because of the poor parking on Millburn Avenue snd tje trafgic
congestion
The Flex Parking was an ill-conceived concept that is both dangerous and inefficient. It must be
eliminated at all costs in order to save our downtown.
The current process has not worked and changes are needed to alleviate traffic situation. The Main

Street should be pedestrianized.
I find it difficult to understand the purpose of the flex parking. It is extremely difficult to use, and
appears to provide no discernible benefit. This is a clear case of trying to fix something that wasn't
broken. I would rather park farther away from my ultimate destination , than use the flex parking; that
is why I answered that I use it rarely or never. I frequently come to town, but I try to avoid the flex
parking. At this point, I think the best result would be to undo what has already (at great expense)
been done, and that is reflected in my answers to the survey. I answered question 3 affirmatively only
because it is the least offensive option if the flex parking is not going to be undone, but it is not my
preference. My preference is to undo the flex parking and go back to curb and asphalt roadway.
Remove flex parking and return to normal curbs, please. Also, widen to two lanes where's it's one.
I just got my license a year ago and tried to park on the flex parking but it was hard and I don't want to
do it. I only park there when I can pull in forwards instead of backing in. Once I had to move because I
couldn't open my door without hitting the pole.
Put it back to the way it was before.
This is a stupid way to park. Whoever thought of this probably couldn't park on sidewalks anyway.
Sometimes we are driving to La Strada or Haagen Daaz and there are spots open but people won't
park there because it's too close and tight and hard. So sometimes we park somewhere else but
sometimes we just go somewhere else.
Traditional spots are the way to go
Get rid of flex parking.
In addition, it is imperative that the town restores 2 lanes on Millburn Avenue and reduces the bumpouts at the intersection of Millburn & Main. This should be done in conjunction with eliminating the
flex parking. It will be cheaper and less disruptive to do all this work at the same time.
Need three lanes. It’s cramped and crowded with reduced lanes. Terrible idea. Population growth
means we need more roads not less. Return back as was.
Flexible parking should be returned to the way it previously was. Bump out should be taken out or at

least decreased by an enormous amount. Millburn Avenue should return the number of lanes it
previously had. Increased police presence, traffic lights and signage. Left turn at Main and Essex by
Charlie Brown's should be restored.
Flex Parking should be totally reversed and done so with the input of the local merchants. In addition,
a committee of "stakeholders"(Police, Fire, local community leaders, Engineers)should be appointed
to make recommendations on how to "fix" the rest of Complete Streets. The committee should be
appointed as soon as possible.
Parking as it currently stands ideal uncomfortable and always see other cars improperly parked.
Imperative that it’s changed to be safe and not a deterrent to people who want to park in Millburn.
Thanks.
millburn ave has become impossible to drive through. turning from spring st to millburn ave is
dangerous.
We really don’t need that much sidewalk.
You should consider burying the overhead power lines as well if you go back to normal parking. The
present situation is terrible and needs to be changed as soon as possible. I have never seen another
town in NJ designed the way Millburn is today. Myself and many others avoid the downtown as much
as possible, the merchants are definitely suffering as a result. I have never seen more vacancies in
downtown as there are today.
My only concern is if the bump outs are still there. And yes they look pretty, but they make the buses
and trucks have a hard time turning onto Main Street. So if the bump outs are staying put, I’d rather
see the parking removed altogether and have wider sidewalks on both sides of Millburn Ave between
the Dunkin and Starbucks only.
Complete streets has achieved its goal of improving safety for pedestrians. I support it. People need
to be made more aware of available parking, improve signage and communication. A CONSTANT
police presence in our downtown ic necessarily- and they need to be active rather than passive.
It was ridiculous to put in the flex parking to begin with. I am questioning the honesty of those in
charge.

It is imperative to REMOVE the flex parking as soon as possible as well as to remove the bump outs to
return Millburn to a two lane street from Douglas into town as soon as possible.
The Complete Streets is just about a Complete Disaster. Traffic delays, retail stores losing business,
bump outs causing problems especially at the corner of Millburn Ave. and Main Streets. The one lane
of traffic has to be widened to 2 lanes. The delays are causing people to avoid Millburn and causing
more cars to take the short cut through South Mountains Estates; dangerous for the residents and
disturbing the tranquility of the area.
While I understand the original need for making the current changes, the design and execution were
horrible. I do everything I can now to avoid driving through Millburn when I don't have to. When I do
go to town, which is basically daily, the parking is a complete mess and takes way longer than it should
take to go through town or to park. Parking on the sidewalks is difficult on the main street. In fact,
when I was getting out of my car once I tripped on the concrete and almost fell into a moving car. The
Dunkin Donuts parking lot change seems completely unnecessary and more problematic than it used
to be. I've seen pedestrians almost get hit as cars come in and out of the lot. And only having the one
entrance and exit at the same spot into the parking lot just doesn't work. All of these changes seem to
have had the opposite impact than what was originally intended and I really hope the decision is made
to get a better design that really will be safer for everyone and not be as disruptive to traffic as this
current design is.
Downtown looks better but traffic is awful. Now I don't stop by unless I have errands to run. I feel
bad for the merchants.
Nothing is important than getting things back to the way they were
It was never made clear why the flex parking was installed and isn’t it a problem for snow plows? I
have seen no advantage to it. It is cumbersome to park on it and the bollards are unsightly. A project
which was such a radical change to the look of the downtown area should have been voted on by the
entire town, not by a few people who thought they knew best.
Our downtown needs help. We should not go backward now that it has started to improve.
I would also encourage angle parking like on Union Place in Summit. Too many people are very poor

parallel parkers (slows down traffic).
This is pathetic.
Would advise consulting with other town with thriving downtowns and learn from their experiences
before making a final decision.
do not waste tax payers' money for nonsense. Spend your time and money on more important issues!
Flex parking was a terrible idea, a waste of our tax dollar. The whole concept was expensive,
ineffective, and looks terrible. It gives the impression that people are parking illegally over the curb
and onto the sidewalk area, like what people might do in Newark or Irvington. There is no orderly or
symmetrical alignment to the appearance. Cars drip oil over the area and then you allow people to sit
over that same area. Roadway maintenance is compromised due to the unevenness of the surfaces
and alignment. Safety is compromised due to the confusing crisscrossing of pedestrians, bicyclists, and
motor vehicles. The bollards are damaged frequently resulting in unsightly and costly repairs. The
bollards should be internally lit and be protected from vehicles. Of all the nearby communities, I think
Millburn downtown has one of the most unappealing look of them all. I have lived in Short Hills for
over 38 years. I am a NJ licensed Professional Engineer and a NJ licensed Professional Planner and I
had sat on the Millburn Township Board of Adjustment for a span of over 10 years. I was very active in
many other Township functions; therefore, I think I am qualified to criticize this and to offer some
suggestions. Spend the money in improving access to the parking areas away from Millburn Avenue.
The parking rates and schedules are unfriendly and should be priced to invite visitors. Make Millburn
Avenue to look more friendly, similar to a Pedestrian Mall concept. Good luck.
The Flex Parking is totally unnecessary in a small town with even a smaller downtown. There is enough
parking availability in Millburn, residents and visitors should be encouraged to walk more and enjoy
this town for what it is. Walking around people will discover things and places they didn’t even notice
on their lookout for the closest parking spot to Starbucks or movie theater. Less driving and more
walking = safe town. Hopefully my kids won’t be hit on the cross walk anymore. Please, please remove
the Flex Parking!!! Thank you.
P.S. Millburn resident since 2007
I don't like that the flex parking involves parking half on and half off the space. I happen to believe it is

also difficult to plow as a result. Additionally, the grey material for the flex parking already looks dingy
and I don't think it will hold up. Lastly, I find it very difficult to see where one spot starts and another
ends. I don't feel comfortable parking on the flex parking and would hate moving to spots that you
have to back into (which I had heard might be coming next).
I find the current downtown design with wider sidewalks is more conducive to walking around and
shopping local. The reason why I would be open to modifications is that parking on the flex spots
seems to be a challenge for drivers and for others who have to accommodate the small space
constraints to get in and out. I most appreciate the removal of the left turn at Millburn Ave on to Old
Short Hills Road.
If the cost of construction means that we taxpayers have to cough it up then my answer if keep it as is.
Millburn should never have gone through with The Complete Streets project to begin with! It’s the
worst idea in the history of this town since I’ve lived in it( 1979). It starts literally in front of my house
on 404 Millburn Ave and I’ve never seen the traffic this bad! Want my honest opinion, Millburn
dropped the ball on this one and by the looks of this survey I think I’m right and Millburn now wants
to send out surveys to see if modifications should be done to their horrible idea of complete streets.
Just get rid of the whole plan! You messed up, take your losses and clean your mess up and move on.
Current arrangement is very dangerous for small children - parking spots look like the sidewalk to
them, not the street. No matter what solution is picked, there needs to be a clear difference between
"street" and "sidewalk."
I have no issue with either increased costs or temporary disruptions for removing the bollards. What
we have now is far more disruptive and the damage to our economic base from the cascade of failing
retail businesses is not without a significant cost.
the status quo is worse than the inevitable disruptions to correct what is happening right now
I have had many people outside of Millburn tell me that they now avoid Millburn due to the changes
that have been made. If customers are avoiding Millburn this has to be negatively affecting the
merchants in our town.
I never go to Millburn anymore, neither do any of my friends from here or neighboring towns. They
won't come here for dinner or lunch or any reason! Disruption to correct the problem does not matter

to me at this point, since I will not go into town until the traffic patterns/parking downtown are
resolved. I've lived here for 25 years and used to spend quite a bit of time in Millburn. I won't return
until the town returns to something that resembles normal. The traffic patterns, congestion, removal
of lanes, confusing signage, impossibility of parking, nasty Las Vegas style street signs, and marble
cemetery bench seating are an embarrassing hodge-podge of design. The taste level is horrific. Was
there so much pedestrian traffic on Millburn Ave. that we needed to widen streets at the expense of
traffic flow? All we needed were some additional crosswalks/street lights to make it easier for people
to cross. That would be a safe streets plan. Somebody got sold a bill of goods at the taxpayers
expense. Township Committee needs to look into kickbacks, overpayment of contractors, etc. Hard to
believe otherwise!
I like how the town looks. The improvements are great and should continue. I think people just don’t
like change but that doesn’t mean it’s not good for our town. It’s about time we made our town look
nicer.
This is correct step for making changes to a bad community idea/model.
I ma OK with flex parking. Let's move on with the next part.
The new streets look nice today and I heard the statistics for accidents is down. If parking is a concern
then perhaps we should consider a bigger/multi deck municipal parking lot. Parking in the new flex
spots is not any more difficult for an experienced driver.
This should have been discussed for all areas recently finished
It’s the worst decision ever made in this town. I literally avoid going to downtown Millburn because of
the difficult traffic & paking. I choose to go to Summit instead because it so much easier to park &
shop.
Congrats. You have ruined the town. A monkey could have come up with a better plan.
there are many bad drivers in town — many vehicles parked here are not parked properly— I.e. back
sticking out on the narrow lane, etc. removing the parking from this area takes away about 20 spaces
and makes the area much safer for traffic driving by and gives pedestrians more room to walk on the
sidewalks, especially students and families

Flexibility to temporary adjust sidewalk space for special events is a great benefit. I find parallel
parking absolutely no more difficult than the prior street parking. If a person cannot negotiate parallel
parking on the very very slight incline, with or without bollards, they do not have full control of their
vehicle and have limited skills.

One individual complained about the cost of Complete Streets, but doesn't seem concerned about
paying out more money for its reversal! Also, since businesses complained about the original
construction disrupting their businesses, why won't they care about additional construction?

I feel strongly that nothing should be removed from the present structure, and phase two should
move forward. The Millburn Ave. distance affected is so minimal. Our downtown must be
pedestrian centric--this is what benefits businesses. The facts that Millburn's Police and Fire
Departmenst signed off on the project is proof of the amount of investigation and study that went into
consideration of this project. I am totally supportive of the Complete Streets project, as it has already
attained its goals of greatly increased safety, increased pedestrian sidewalk space and improved
aesthetics.
The current flex parking implementation is a really bad design in my opinion. You see damage to cars
from the polls on a regular basis, its tough to park properly in the spots, and there is no clear benefit
over curb plus asphalt. I would prefer asphalt and curb, and I think it makes sense to review why such
a poor system was implemented. Who made that decision and why? I do not think the township
should incur the costs of switching back at this point -- it would amount to an extraordinary waste of
money.
Flex parking as constructed is VERY dangerous. My daughter badly sprained her ankle because the
incline of the concrete by the roadway pavement put her off-balance and she fell into one of the
traffic lanes. She could have been run over if a car were in the lane at the time. As it was, she was on
crutches for weeks and still has not completely healed.
Flex parking was NOT a good idea. I have never and will never park on those concrete inclines.
The safe street project was never necessary for the few accidents in town
Flex parking is an ill conceived idea. It negatively impacts traffic flow, ease of parking, and I don’t think

it enhances things for pedestrians. I could never fathom why it was done.
Removing the extra lane and creating the flex parking made Millburn Ave very tight and reduced the
flow of traffic. Wide delivery trucks and buses has no space to maneuver in this section.
The current parking and traffic patterns are a disaster. Change it back and consider this whole
exercise a failed experiment. Spending money on alternatives is throwing good money after bad.
you should have asked us to rank our requests so you have better choices when factoring in cost
issues. My second request would be to widen the spaces.
Please get rid of those terrible sidewalk parking spots. I try to avoid parking there so as to avoid
denting my car on the bollards and they are very difficult to back into so I only park there when I see 2
spots together. When driving you often have to maneuver to avoid people who are parked half on the
sidewalk and half in the street.
I do like the idea of the flexible parking option with expanded sidewalks and outside seating.
However, the current spots are difficult to manage to park, dangerous a driver (both as parked cars
are hanging over the edge into the road and as the parker negotiates the space). Also dangerous as a
pedestrian, especially young children who see "cement" and think "sidewalk", even when bollards are
positioned to indicate that the cement at that time is for cars, quickly pulling in to park.

The whole block feels claustrophobic as a driver, like you are driving through a tunnel.

I agree that traffic needs to be slowed for safety, but not to the point of traffic bottlenecking, which
leads to people avoiding downtown entirely.

I think with some adjustments we can have a safe, vibrant and inviting downtown.
How about remove the flex parking and move the bollards only half way out to street and return the
other half of the flex parking to asphalt. This way we can actually create a shoulder on The road again.
I hope you remove flex parking. It is dangerous and wrongheaded.
I have never used these parking spaces since I am afraid of damaging my car. They are a disaster and

need to be removed.
Cost and disruption need to be minimized as much as possible but it is more important to get rid of
flex parking and the rest of this project
I find downtown millburn much harder to navigate than before these changes. It has been so difficult
for so long, I now tend to avoid the area whenever possible.
Would like to ensure that emergency vehicles can safely navigate streets again
I do not drive or shop in town because of the parking. I do not want to drive my car onto a huge curb
to park. Be normal, bring back asphalt parking
We must also get pricing to return Millburn Avenue to 2 lanes and pricing to decrease the size of the
bump outs on Millburn/Main St. A comprehensive plan to include ALL 3 of these issues is optimal.
I regularly see cars parked incorrectly, with wheels hanging off the spots.
I rarely park in the flex parking spaces, because I find it difficult to park as a result of not being able to
see the bollards.
Not that cost is not important, but at this point correction of Flex Parking is needed. Also, temporary
disruption Overnight should not be much of a problem.
FLEX PARKING is a disaster. It must be removed as soon as possible. However, there should be an
comprehensive analysis of the entire Complete Streets project by an independent engineer, to assess
the overly large bumpouts and narrowing of lanes to achieve "traffic calming". The Township
Committee must take ownership for the impact this project has had on our downtown. Another TC
member is up for election in November - and she should be aware of the way residents feel about this
ridiculous project!
For Option A the bollard sleeves should, in color, message and design, promote the downtown.
Remove the flex parking - it's stupid. Hire an independent traffic engineer to evaluate the entire
Complete Streets construction project - the bumpouts are too large and the road is way too narrow
entering town - I get stuck in traffic at all times of the day. This needs to be fixed - not just the flex

parking but that's a good place to start.
Complete streets does not work. Cars hit the bump outs constantly and the flex parking leaves no
space for emergency vehicles when people park hanging off the curb. Most SUVs are too large for the
slanted spots so the hang into the streets obstructing one lane to traffic. Remove the Flex parking and
return the street to 3 lanes like the other end of Millburn Ave. It looks more inviting and allows for
people to parallel park without blocking an entire lane to traffic and emergency vehicles.
Roads are too narrow at intersections, leaving it very tight for driving and increasing potential for
accidents!
I park infrequently in the raised spaces because I so dislike having to park on a raised platform. The
current configuration doesn't work. An expanded sidewalk would be ok as long as the telephone poles
are not in the middle of the sidewalks.
The raised parking spots along Millburn Avenue are far more difficult to parallel park into than
traditional parallel parking spots, and cars routinely stuck out into the roadway. The parking spots
should not be eliminated in their entirety because parking in town is already limited.
I will go out of my way NOT to park in the flex parking.
I have been trying to avoid parking in the Flex Parking spaces because of the difficulty parking there.
The crosswalk near Dunkin Donuts should be moved. Bump outs at Millburn and Main should be
reduced in size.
I almost never park in those spots because they are inconvenient and difficult to gauge without a curb.
I find that parallel parking in a crowded town is difficult enough as you hold up traffic. Parking on the
left side of the street makes that tougher. Having to also navigate the raised pavement makes it too
much of a pain to bother, so I circle through town until I can park in one of the lots. I have actually
cancelled plans to eat in town because the parking was too annoying. I don’t know if this is feasible,
but I would much prefer to have angled parking on just one side of the street, like maplewood.
I avoid using the Flex parking spots because it is difficult to maneuver in and out of them. In addition,
traffic has increased since there are fewer driving lanes. As a result, I am frequenting the businesses in

town less often.
I find curbs helpful when parallel parking. If my alignment is off, I can quickly correct it. Watching for
the bollards, while parking is a nuisance. A curb keeps cars off the sidewalk, similar to the bollards.
Question #1 doesn’t mention the option replacing the existing bollards with flex post bollards which
don’t damage vehicles when struck. The image I see of one online however is unattractive, as is the
existing angled concrete area where cars are parked haphazardly.
Let's return to a sidewalk and curb!
I have to admit, I have never commented or participated in any type of town debate before, but this
time, ya got me! My inlaws, my husband, our daughter and I grew up in this town. In all these years, I
have never seen such a waste of money and such poorly thought-through planning. All anyone had to
do was take a ride through South Orange Village to see how that same configuration, albeit minus the
"flex" bump parking, forced clogged traffic flow through the center and forced commuter traffic onto
the side residential streets. And, this survey is ridiculous - yes, I want the flex parking removed, no I
don't want to spend money because you've already spent a bundle - so which number should I
choose! If I choose working overnight, does that incur higher costs? No I don't want traffic disrupted
and there is no good time of year to do that, but gee, how else can we get anything done so that we
don't disrupt the town for another round of construction! I could go on and on about configuration
and locations of crosswalks, etc., but most likely no one will read this. I'll end by saying I'm appalled
by the lack of forethought, repeated costly surveys and change/stop orders, and complete waste of
money. Seems to me that if pedestrian concern was paramount for the Millburn/Main crossing, a 4way stop traffic light and no turn on red signs might have solved that problem and would have been
real cost-effective!
The old parking was better. The bollard sleeves are too close to the curb and I have no desire to sit on
a sidewalk next to a constant flow of traffic.
Restaurants and shops should be allowed to use some of the sidewalk for tables/chair. Ex: Starbucks
has a nice outdoor seating that would not have if it wasn't for the widening of the sidewalk.
I dont fully understand the details associated with the various options presented, but I would say that
space should absolutely remain parking. It's not clear why the flex parking creates an advantage over

plain roadway, but at this point if cost and disruption are astronomical to reverse mistake that should
be factored in.
I consider myself a very good and competent driver, and normally parallel parking is very easy for me
(in both suburban areas as well as in major cities). I find parking evenly in the designated spots on the
raised concrete with the adjacent bollards is somewhat challenging, especially during busy traffic
hours. It is almost impossible during rush hour. For individuals who find parallel parking more
challenging, I would imagine this would be a very difficult task. I often choose to park in a municipal
lot or skip stopping in town for quick errands as dealing with parking is a major deterrent to me.
If any construction costs are floated, they need to include a pool of funds to make businesses
downtown whole due to potential lost revenues. A better chance to the parking situation would be to
create 45 degree parking downtown, this would reduce speeds and also increase the # of spaces.
Alternatively, removing the parking entirely (it’s only about 20 spaces after all, so this is getting
ridiculous) and making it pedestrian only could be a much better alternative. Keep in mind this is only
an argument about 20 parking spaces, it should be a big deal.. period.
I was extremely unhappy when the spaces were added initially. I didn’t understand the purpose and
certainly wasn’t happy to think that I was paying for it. The entire complete street project was a
terrible idea, making already bad traffic worse, making no improvement to the horrible parking
situation, and using funds that could have been invested in our schools. The thought of paying to
remove the spaces is upsetting. I hope all of the council members who voted for the project are no
longer making decisions for our town.
Widen lanes to 2 lanes the entire length of Millburn Ave so as to improve traffic flow. Time lights so
that traffic dissipates faster and does not pile up at junction with Old Short Hills Road
The current parking plan was a waste of money - very disappointing.
Improvements should allow for more, not less, pedestrian traffic.
The parking looks hideous and is difficult to navigate. I hate it and would like to see it removed. My
concern is for the merchants. They have suffered a lot already. They should be given free parking or
some compensation.

I parked yesterday and there were a group of people at 11:30am waiting to go into the movies. I had
a difficult time parking with people standing or leaning near the "Polls". I try to shop in town, but I am
finding it more and more difficult. The lack of spaces taken from the lots has made it difficult to park
in town. Why go crazy when you can go to other towns, park free, find parking without problems, etc.
Our Mayor and he so called committee have to start listening to the residents of the town and the
merchants. They have wasted so much of our tax dollars listening to so called experts, but are not
listening to the people who live and shop in town. I have lived in town for over 47 years and have
never been so disappointed in what our town looks like.
Not sure I am happy with any of the provided options. The only way I would approve widening the
space is by moving the bollards, not widening the spaces. I thought diagonal parking - mostly for for
small (smart) cars - was the original plan. That would be a good solution in my opinion.
please consider head in parking
The flex parking spots have, without question, negatively affected the traffic flow in downtown
Millburn. There is, however, no discernible positive effect. It's unconscionable that township residents
should have had to bear the costs of the installation of those spots and even more so that they will
may have to bear the costs of the removal.
*The redone part of downtown looks good and think the parking works well enough. There are so few
street spaces that the Town should not spend additional tax payer money changing it again. There are
surface parking lot options for people who are uncomfortable with parallel parking.
*The time and effort should be dedicated to fixing the portion of Millburn Avenue from Main Street to
Essex Street. This area desperately needs a facelift. I understand merchant concerns, but this needs
to be addressed sooner rather than later. Retail real estate is really endangered. We want to be the
winner in the shakeout and make sure we have a pleasant shopping environment to attract the best
stores, service providers and restaurants.
* I think the engineering work (implementation of the vision of Town Hall Plaza and the actual curb
etc) was kind of poor. I would consider a different engineering company for the next phase.
* The town had a number of sessions for people to comment on the Complete Streets. I think the
town conducted a fair process.
I don't think we should use more tax dollars on this project. Our taxes are already very high...to spend

more money is very upsetting to me. Nothing is that bad...it seems wasteful to spend more because
some people do not like it - it is manageable.
as long as you are changing it back to the original asphalt
sideways asphalt parking as they have in Summit and other towns on one side should be evaluated.
Cost to correct the error of the parking situation should not be borne by taxpayers. Any construction
should be planned and executed in a timely and efficient manner, unlike the original construction.
Nothing to fix. I don't know what the fuss is about. I like the changes. Wider spaces would be nice.
Let’s fix the rest of the town too
It's great that you're looking to correct the mistake with the parking but it seems that's the least of
your problems. Correct widening Millburn Ave after the HS; Correct widening the parking lot entrance
and exit near Dunkin Donuts; Correct turning lanes throughout the township. I REFUSE to drive into
Downtown Millburn after living in this community for 30+ years. Make Millburn Great Again!
The entire complete streets project must be undone. Just undoing flex parking is not enough. Remove
the bumpouts as well. Make the streets wider. Return Main St. to two lanes northbound. Restore the
left turns. Make a comprehensive plan. Plan it out well and do a well thought out comprehensive fix.
As a member of the EM squad in town who has driven lights and sirens through town in traffic the
single lane is a nightmare. If there’s an emergency in town an ambulance or fire truck will block the
whole lane. Trying to get through to help people is made much more difficult too when there is no
shoulder and no wiggle room for cars to make room for emergency services. People can walk, and it’ll
help businesses if they do, so put more parking on the edges of downtown and free space for traffic to
move and people to walk.
The parking situation is such that I tend to completely avoid down town Millburn now. I end up going
elsewhere and not supporting the local businesses. This needs to change so that people actually stop
in town and shop.
I think if you buy a commuter pass you should get free parking in Millburn in that car, also you should
be able to buy a resident pass to park in Millburn other than commuter spaces... paying for parking
when you live here means you don't use the shops as much ... it's not really cost it's convenience .....

don't mention app please it's not that good!
Remove flex parking - go back to normal street parking; not sure who thought of Flex Parking. Not the
best use of our tax $$ to go back & forth.
I cannot understand how this every got approved in the first place. It is the most ridiculous parking
arrangement I have every seen. It's impossible to park there and it is beyond ugly. It is senseless. I'm
sorry for my bluntness.
Removing and constructing new spaces makes no sense. Just stop allowing cars to park there and
make the downtown area easier to walk around. Create more parking in the lot by perhaps building
levels
Please remove flex parking completely. Return to normal asphalt parking. The bollards are deceiving
to the person parking and doors and sides of cars have been damaged. Its a disaster. Also cars often
hang off the edge. It was a mistake to begin with.
I avoid parking in those spots since they are difficult to pull into and many people do not park
correctly.
we were never asked about the expansion upon initial implementation. We need more driving lanes,
as Millburn avenue gets backed up frequently and side streets get busier. Question on temporary
disruption is not clear- are we being asked if we don't mind a disruption or are we being asked if it
should happen no matter what?
Need more lanes to drive. It is a night mare to drive in Millburn road now with less lanes.
It is unfortunate that the town and tax payers has to go through this disruption again. As a resident i
wonder why this happenned in the first place. I've already damaged my car on the bollards as parking
alignment is so obscure. I like the ramps because it reduces risk but the spaces are so far apart that it
does not provide enough parking. Parking should be free like Maplewood.
Before a decision is made, merchants in downtown Millburn should be consulted. Form a task force.
Go door to door if necessary.
I think that all the changes made to downtown are close to perfect. I wouldn’t even add sleeves

(ugly?). I suspect that the resistance to change and the passions of a few have overshadowed the
silent (and patient) majority.
Flex parking was a big mistake - awkward to use, inconvenient, likely was expensive to install. It should
be removed. Damages ease of access and local business vitality.
I wish it was more efficient to park and on the contrary its made traffic flow really bad
Complete Streets has added so much to the look and feel of the town and has given it a more defined
center. Please consider aesthetics and pedestrian needs in any decisions made. The town center
should feel like a destination, not just an intersection to drive through quickly.
Bring back the lanes and left turns you got rid of.
The streets with Flex Parking looks ridiculous. We don't have hordes of people walking around
Millburn with their arms all linked together; why do we need to widen the sidewalks?? Return the
curb to its original, and the roadway back to the original width. I think it is great the town is trying to
make the town more walking-friendly. I really commend that. But all you need is just a plain old
sidewalk, walk/don't walk signs, and stop lights. Don't make things so complicated.

The one thing the town SHOULD focus on, is to bring in businesses that can cater to the residents who
live in the area. Maplewood has a beautiful little village. Montclair has an amazing downtown area.
Millburn should bring in businesses that can compete with these two towns. Why do we need a
gigantic store that sells rugs in the middle of Millburn?? Why do we need a chandelier store on the
corner of the busiest intersection?? Why are there so many Italian restaurants/pizza places in
Millburn?? Fiamma, Gian Marco, La Strada, Pizzeta, Basilico, Cara Mia, La Pergola, Da Nico, etc.. how
many does a town need?? Bring in some variety!! Maybe we should bring in some city franchises? Red
Mango isn't as cool as Pinkberry. Has anyone heard of Honeygrow?? Honeygrow is in Hoboken, and
Voorhees, NJ. Maybe there should be one in Millburn!!
The current configuration is not workable as a parking solution. Removing seems very expensive for
limited benefit. It really isn't that many parking spaces, so converting to wider sidewalk is fine with
me. There continues to be a lack of handicapped accessible parking, and perhaps the widening option
could also convert some of these wider spots to accessible parking.

Removing flex parking on Millburn Ave must be accompanied by additional parking access downtown.
Please consider the simple fix of allowing access to the parking garage via Lakawana to reduce
congestion. Additional handicapped parking should also be made available.
B
Great idea to improve downtown traffic & safety, bad execution
Why do we call it FLEX parking? I’ve never seen the space used for anything but parking ( and the
confused drivers who are puzzled at how to park in this awkward and nonintuitive space). Traditional
curb is much easier.ii avoid parking in these spaces at all cost. I now typically drive straight through
and do my shopping elsewhere where it’s esfirt to park. A shame because we moved here specifically
for the downtown and now these parking spots are driving me away from supporting our downtown.
And just yesterday I saw someone park, get out scratching his head and ask a policeman if it was legal
to park there, as well as for guidance on where exactly his car needed to be in the “spot” He was as
baffled by the parking spots as I am.
Reducing the lanes has just created additional traffic blocks and has caused me to take residential
routes to avoid that. The left turn from Millburn Ave to Main street is probably the only needed
change to the downtown.
The flex parking is clearly a failure and must be removed. Cost is not an issue - you can use the funds
available for phase 2 (which should NEVER be done) to fix the mistakes of phase 1. Also important is
returning the 2nd lane of Millburn Avenue from where Essex Street rejoins it to the Main Street
intersection. Pedestrian safety is better served by well marked/lighted cross-walks where needed and
enforcement.
I completely avoid downtown when at all possible - not sure if the stores can handle any further
disruption but I am concerned about cars, especially emergency vehicles being able to get through
town safely specifically but the bump out by the deli
I'm a big fan of Complete Streets.
A is likely the most time efficient and budget friendly, followed by D. If the parking is taken away, how
does that impact trucks or cars that need to make deliveries to and from those establishments? In

terms of B, it is definitely a waste of resources to dismantle something that has already been built and
paid for; however, it takes more time in skill and effort to park on the flex parking than it does in a
parking lot.
Most important criteria in my opinion is improving traffic flow down Millburn Ave and eliminating
bottlenecks. Flex parking curbs, if they remain, should be lowered by grinding concrete, so that there
is not as much of a raised transition to parking spot.
Parking on a curb is not good for the car or traffic.
Whatever will slow down traffic in town should be the highest priority.
I firmly believe the crazy parking should be changed. Cost is always to be considered and the job
should be bid by experienced contractors. Next, rip out the bump outs and restore the width of the
street. Unfortunately that wasn't one of the choices. Fixing the 'flex parking' alone isn't going to bring
shoppers back to downtown.
This project was a huge mistake. WEe have Ted Bourke and Tim Gordon to thank for it. There should
be some accountability for this mess. I have lived here all my life and never saw such a disaster. I
avoid the center like the plague as do many others.
Such a ridiculous plan in the first place! This strange parking, as well as new traffic flow pattern, keeps
me from coming to town as often as I did before. I absolutely hate driving and parking in town now!!!
It is unfortunate that we will have to endure the inconvenience and cost of a remedy to a situation
that should not have been foisted on the Millburn residents and business owners.
I have not used the Flex parking because I find it inconvenient & hard to navigate-Not really sure how I
should be parking-so I either use one of the municipal lots or, if there are no spots available there,
shop elsewhere outside of town.
I really like the idea of being able to use the extra space of the parklets for street events and festivals.
So, if there were a way to take away the concrete parking, but still be able to use the spaces for this
purpose, I think it would be the best of both worlds.
This has been the worst decision the town council has made

I avoid parking downtown whenever possible. I think the current configuration is ugly.
I rarely park in these spots because they are difficult to park in and I worry that I or someone trying to
park there will damage my car. Also, more costs - the town should be ashamed to say that it will cost
more to do this. Where was your fiduciary responsibility in deciding to spend $8.2m to do this in the
first place??
I still don’t understand why these we changed happened in the first place
The phrasing of the last two questions is confusing. Of course, cost is important (the committee
doesn't get a blank check), and of course, I do not want to completly cut off traffic because
construction. Find a consultant with some experience to guide you or list some empirical data to
supplement your questions. What are the cost ranges for the different configurations and time
frames?
And what are the options for construction implementation and expected disruptions?
Let's continue to make our town friendly to pedestrians. The spots, as they are, can be challenging. I
would prefer no spots and wider sidewalks, but if we have to have parking on that strip, it would be
nice to have the space improved to allow cars to park more easily. It is more important to me that our
town look appealing and be pedestrian friendly than have more parking spots. There are plenty of
places to park!
The current configuration and traffic pattern in town has created a situation where people avoid the
town of Millburn. The traffic pattern and parking has become a nuisance. People should enjoy
coming to town and businessses should have the opportunity to thrive if certain changes are made.
This survey should be sent to the township. I received mine through workmom because forwarded.
Since I didn't directly receive this, I wonder who the town is surveying and to then later say they sent a
survey and the town spoke.
Fix the mess please
I find it very frightening to be walking on the sidewalk when a Suburban is trying to park. I avoid at all
costs I have a friend who was hit by a car in Millburn Ave.
This survey seems a little slanted to receive specific desired responses so the results will be fairly

unreliable. I’m guessing they’ll be used to tell the desired story. I think we made a major mistake with
the design and execution of this project but we can’t just throw money at a new solution without first
understanding the full ramifications. How can cost possibly not be a potential issue?
Something has to be done to rectify the mistake that has been made with our downtown. It is a
disaster as it is now.
I find it very difficult to park in the spaces with the bollards and tend to park in the garage. One lane
causes delays. There should be more lanes and more traffic lights in town. The right turn out of
Duncan donuts lot is hazardous as cars are coming from right and people walking on left. Please don’t
divert cars into South Moutain. Should be a light on millburn Avenue for people walking from south
mountain to train. Cars speed and don’t stop. Thanks for considering these comments.
Let's do phase 2. The town looks a mess with one half undinished.
We already paid tax dollars to have this work done. Why would we pay to undo it? That’s wasteful.
Just modify the area if needed to help with large vehicles or problems that have occurred due to a
new parking style. But the parking spaces are always used/filled so they are needed and shouldn’t be
removed.
These should not have been installed in the first place. The raised parking is difficult to park on and a
waste of materials. The bollards make it easy to scratch your door or bumper. Both should be
eliminated.
The flex parking is very difficult to park in, and car doors are always opening into the posts that line
the sidewalk. It needs to be revised.
We need to correct this disaster we created with the least amount of cost and disruption
For option A, it would be good to include moving bollards closer to
buildings and removing middle bollard to facilitate easier door opening.
The flex parking is a project that looks like a good idea on paper but in a small town like Millburn it
does not work well. It makes the parking difficult and more prone to cars hanging out into the
roadway. From a pedestrian perspective it has had no impact.

Construction costs, impact on the local businesses and traffic patterns should have been considered
before creating the flex parking. Now, it needs to be fixed to re-create charm, allow traffic to flow
properly and attract shoppers to town.
If possible, sleeves in colors, possibly blue and white, with Millburn printed on them might be
attractive and also serve as a town advertisement.
I avoid downtown whenever possible due to the traffic congestion and awkward parking situation
occasioned by Complete Streets.
I do not park downtown because it had been made to be impossible to park and driving up on the
concrete doesn't make it easier. Getting through in heavy traffic is awful until you get past Main.
Street.
Please just finish a plan. We'll all learn how to manage it, once it's completed. Thanks to everyone for
their hard work on this. It's never going to please everyone, but let's stop with all of the bad press on
the town's disagreements and make the most of what we have that's terrific!
They need to put a light at the parking lot exit near Dunkin‘ Donuts or move the crosswalk. Better
lighting. Better signage on the new street next to town hall. One lane is not sufficient from Wells
Fargo and Red Cross. Parking is not well labeled and not enough stations.
One lane is not sufficient from Wells Fargo area and Red Cross
The area on the corners with the game tables and plants and with no parking are nice. The parking on
the sidewalk is dangerous for the kids sitting and playing.
I am unsure why slanted pull in spots are not an option and the town should not rely on an app that
automatically takes $25.
Please implement a workable solution to make it easier for individuals to JUST pull into a parking spot,
park without any hassle or fear of hitting their car on bollards and allow them easy access to the
stores; we need a solution that will allow us to be able to maintain and build a more vibrant
downtown for residents and visitors. Does anyone from the redevelopment task actually park in the
flexspots or notice what this is doing to the overall safety of Millburn Avenue? Most parked cars hang
off the curved sloped sidewalk causing the driving lanes to be further narrowed and encroaching on

oncoming traffic; this is a safety issue all around! This is why I avoid as much as possible to park in the
flexparking spots. While you are relooking at the streets initiative also consider changing the parking
system (paystations) to the system used by Summit (Parkmobile), which is easier to manage from an
app and pay as you go. Make parking and paying for parking a SIMPLE task for all, especially visitors.
Should be no parking on the sides, as most people that does park there are parked horribly! And it is
very dangerous. Plus it slows down traffic and just looks ugly!
To be clear, I am for keeping the parking spaces but at the asphalt street level and not at the raised
curb level. Additionally, there is over-signage(redundancy and too many posts along the curb edge) in
the Downtown area. Complete Streets should never have been done until the issue of removing or
relocating the telephone poles was addressed. Merchants and businesses suffer from a visual
pollution of too many objects blocking their storefronts. The flex parking only worsened that condition
by making the cars even higher.
The Bollards have caused damage to many cars...can you add padding to them?? major flaw.
I avoid flex parking spaces because they are difficult to use and I think they’re dangerous.
It is quite difficult to get into the parking spaces. 1) they are raised so you have to go up slope 2)
Danger of putting foot on gas too much to go up slope and then crashing through tiny bollard into
pedestrians. Safer to have a curb 3) Is not aesthetically pleasing because parking is raised to be same
height as side walk.
The flex parking really doesn't bother me.
savings in space etc vs cost
Why are you surveying this issue. It is the responsibility and duty of Elected
Officials to make these decision types of decisions. That is why you were elected. Surveys are
inaccurate and bias because special interest groups can control the level of participation and the
general public is not always aware of all the facts and specifics of the an issue.
Let's not spend money "fixing" something that does not need to be "fixed". Make a few tweaks
(which will still cost $$$) and let's move on to the next phase ASAP.

Please don’t spend anymore money on flex parking.
The current situation creates havoc for emergency vehicles
My two suggests are on the two extreme. Right now, the flex parking zone serves as parking space
98% of the time, it might as well restore them back to regular asphalt parking space. Even if I really
need to park in the down town, with the elevated ground design, it is difficult to park and I become to
avoid parking there anyways. So it might be not be a bad idea just to remove all the flex parking and
let pedestrian enjoy the bigger sidewalks.
The parking as is ruins the sidewalk completely. The project was to revitalize the town. This definitely
does not do that.
I HATE the new parking. I rarely go into town anymore because of it. If I have to go I park in one of the
old type spots. It also makes driving through town dangerous, as it's hard to park in these spots and
cars stick out.
So much money has already been wasted. So much time has been wasted. The new sidewalks look
good but the two lanes are just too narrow. I don't understand the need for the large sidewalk. You
have done nothing in town to interest more people in coming and spending money so I don't really
see the need for all the foot traffic space. This was very poorly thought out. You also should have
completed the project. Maybe if this hadn't been a half measure and the public actually saw the
completed project in a reasonable amount of time there would not he this backlash. You are all very
poor decision makers.
Remove this awful parking all together. There are plenty of lots to park. Cars can't get in fully, it's
dangerous for traffic and looks bad. I would rather enjoy more walking/sitting space on wider
sidewalks.
The one lane circling around the Wells Fargo Bank going into town is horrendous. One cannot join the
Millburn Ave. traffic going into a one lane road. There should be two lanes in that area at all times.
I'd prefer a wider driving area in town rather than wider sidewalks.
Complete Streets a disaster
The parking is horrible and dangerous. Conventional parking is needed. It’s hard to pull in and parallel

park as design. The road is too narrow as designed.
Consideration must be given to the unsafe bump-outs. While the extra large parking spaces make
parking slightly easier, the amount of spaces it eliminates is absurd. In addition, if we want downtown
to thrive, how about meters that are for a reasonable amount to time, NOT 1 hour. Thank you for
addressing these important issues!
We need to revert back to the original street/parking layout. It's very dangerous not to have enough
room to get out of parking spots on the passenger side. We also need room to pull over to drop
passengers off and for emergency vehicles to pass. There are times when trucks are double parked for
long periods of time and traffic is at a standstill which not only frustrates drivers but doesn't allow for
emergency vehicles to pass.
The “flex” parking is unecessary and a waste of resources in a town that can’t afford art teachers,
librarians and school libraries. NO ADDITIONAL resources should be wasted on this!!! More
construction would be too great a burden on local shopkeepers.
This isn’t regarding parking, but the Millburn Ave needs to go back to 2 lanes where it intersects with
Essex.
Please don’t put any more money into modifying millburn ave
It's a shame we have to waste any more money on this but the downtown was turned into a disaster. I
grew up in town and I'm sad to see what's happened to the area. I am in awe of how bad the parking
situation is. If you park in the allotted spaces properly without hanging off the platform, you can't get
out of your door! Why? There's a bollard there waiting to dent your door. It just shows a huge lack of
thought, poor planning and incompetence. I used to love visiting that area of town and now I avoid it
at all costs.
The amount of money spent on the original construction along Millburn Avenue initiative is really
quite absurd and the result is entirely suboptimal.
Complete Streets has been a complete disaster.
Eliminate parking on that stretch of the street. There is parking behind those businesses so rear-entry
access should be an option (like in Westfield). Town would not have to spend additional money

tearing out flex parking and additional sidewalk space could be used for outside dining, activities (like
parklets). Businesses would not have to be subjected to further disruptions.
I recall the costs of construction to remove flex parking at around $400k. I think that is an
extraordinary amount of money to spend to undo the work that has already been done. That $400k
(or more) could be better spent elsewhere. It’s not like parking was completely removed and it’s
would cost $400k+ to add it back.
We are so used to changes and disruption in this town. I basically keep away from going downtown
on Millburn Ave. I take shortcuts around and away from town.
Return Millburn Ave to two lanes of traffic
Only make parking area wider if considered as safe as going back to curb parking.
Flex parking is ok with me.
Leave flex parking as is and let use the money to bury some power wires. Electricity has a far greater
impact on resident than flex parking.
Please fix this. Thank you.
The criticism and fuss about the flex parking systems seems way overdone. In contrast to some of the
comments I see attributed to business owners, I would be more likely to use the downtown to the
extent it became less cluttered with cars, i.e. slower driving speeds and fewer cars taking up space.
The overall benefit to pedestrian safety in the downtown is more important than parking convenience
and was in fact the goal of Complete Streets, I believe. If anything, I would be happy with more of the
street parking removed, to be substituted added sidewalk space, which would increase the appeal and
safety for pedestrians to walk in downtown. Not sure if the capacity in the lots exists to do that, but if
it does, I believe that centralizing parking in the lots and then expanding the walking area would be an
improvement to the overall safety and enjoyability of downtown, and would probably benefit
business as well.
-return millburn Ave to 2 lanes again (before town hall) -reduce bumpout size on corners of main and
Millburn. Thank you

If it costs a lot of money then don’t do it

I would like to see more of the bollards moved outward during the nice-weather months to increase
the sidewalk area for seating, etc. Overall, the downtown area is much more attractive and inviting in
the areas where Complete Streets has been finished.
Most people don't really care about this but thanks for your time. Just don't spend any money
unnecessarily
Flex parking no big deal
I do not think more money should be spent to change the improvements that have already been
made. The sidewalks in town look much nicer and traffic has slowed down, which was one of the
major reasons the improvements were made. Any change takes time to get used to and I still go into
town as much as before the change in traffic pattern.
I love how our town looks with complete streets. I never have problems parking. I often get street
parking or use the very convenient lots on Essex. So much better than Summit or Westfield. Happy
happy 3rd gen Millburn Resident here!
It seems silly that we just completed this project and we're already considering undoing it. Is it just
because a few people can't figure out how to park in the parking spaces as they are?
Should be done at lowest cost and lowest traffic time.
It should have been better planned and should not cost taxpayers more to change it. If a car is parallel
parking on the right and on the left at the same time, it holds up traffic. If spaces are wider, it could be
worse but people are having a hard time parking and often smash car doors into the bollards. Why
wasn’t this figured in the initial planning?
I am in favor of keeping the current flex parking and NOT changing the Bollard Sleeves. Most vehicles
have sensors and if you don't know how to park, then park somewhere else. We spent all of this
money and why couldn't we figure this out BEFORE this was implemented. Best Solution: Keep All As
Is. When it starts to deteriorate, then make changes. This is the same as money spent installing the
speed bumps in town, then realizing that it was a problem for the fire trucks and first aid squad and so

they were removed. For any project, one has to look at the big picture and the future impact. Best
that the town looks to the contractor or planner that recommend the Flex parking and get them to
share in the expenses of any changes as they failed to point out these potential problems. I am happy
to discuss in person. Happy to assist.
It is intimidating to park in those spots and detracts from the look and feel of downtown. It would be
best to take them out.
I'd rather park in Maplewood, no meters at all, just time limits. I now park by Taylor park and walk
downtown.
Complete streets destroyed the town and needs whatever done to undo the mess, horrible parking
and narrowing of Millburn Ave as a result. The whole thing should be torn up. The bollards and bump
outs are dangerous and counter intuitive. I would welcome any construction to fix this mess.
Where to begin.....The new parking design in town is beyond horrific. As a resident for the past 43
years I now refuse to patron Millburn’s establishments solely because of the new traffic/parking
design. First of all, the traffic is sooo slow. Second, there is no way for emergency vehicles or police
to get through. Where are we to pull over to the sides? Third, its impossible to park. It is not only
awkward but dangerous parking up on a sidewalk. Also which I’m sure no one thought about, for
some of us who have suv’s its too high now to get in and out of the car. I have fallen twice just getting
out of drivers side because I land on the pavement and into the traffic and then as well slipped up into
my car as well. And now with the winter it’s been especially slippery getting out on uneven pavement
because there’s now a curb to navigate.
The whole thing makes no sense. It reminds me of being in Europe where parking is an afterthought
so everyone parks haphazardly on the sidewalks. At any given moment, if you drive down Millburn
Ave now all the cars parked are crooked. It’s too tight and awkward, I’m surprised people still have
their side mirrors. As for the bollards, they are dangerous too and I’ve bumped my car on them both
times I tried to park. The bump outs are too wide also and the one way, no turns, etc is just all done
wrong. All in all, I think the Flex parking is an embarrassing expensive awful design. It should be
removed completely and forget about the second phase. The money for the second phase should go
towards undoing the Flex parking. May have looked great on paper but in reality it’s a disaster!!!
The current parking situation has made it difficult to park. Additionally getting rid of the meters was

not a good idea. The easier it is to park to more people will come to downtown Millburn. The
disruption was during was NOT WORTH IT!
Just go back to the way it was...
Needs to be done ASAP
Why was this disastrous plan hatched and approved in the first place?
This is making an expensive mountain out of a molehill. It is not worth the time, money, or energy to
change the parking spaces. Humans are adaptable. Let's adapt.
I don't generally use flex parking since it's problematic--prefer to use the lots. But there is NOT
enough available parking to eliminate the spaces altogether. Our town simply can not afford to be
compromised any longer by ridiculous traffic patterns and impossible parking which is further
disrupted by construction.
Just confused as to why this was constructed in the first place. I thought it was to widen the sidewalks
during peak times for better safety for students and other pedestrians. To my knowledge this has
NEVER been done, even on the busiest day of the year downtown, the half day Wednesday before
Thanksgiving.
I don't believe businesses in town can survive much more disruption from construction. The biggest
problem now is the narrowing of millburn ave. to one lane by Wells Fargo. The narrowing should be
taken out, and the road should be two lanes. If you want to slow traffic into town, stop signs in a
couple of locations would have been much more sensible a solution for a much smaller cost.
Complete Streets destroyed Millburn downtown and traffic flow - needs fixing
Allow the left turns and change the left green arrows to come before the green light. Traffic up into S
hort hills is ridiculous.
I would like the parking to go back to normal, as in the way it was before they widened the sidewalks.
While I do have to admit that the "Flex Parking" among other additions did improve the overall
ambience of Millburn Township, I feel that the results of the project (like cutting traffic lanes down to
2 lanes of traffic) are not worth it at all. Traffic is a major pain in the neck, and it would benefit a lot of

people if the Township returned to the previous layout and gave us back all traffic lanes.
PLEASE keep things as they are. The improved downtown is great. Allow it to flourish over time. Keep
in mind many of the shops that shut down needed to go. And that retail is horrible everywhere. Put
pressure on landlords to offer reasonable rents. Increase safety by enforcing traffic laws and
communications with residents. Add signage on streets if needed.
hire a different planner
It would be great if the meters had a 15 minute button to increase the quick stop usage of our town
and its stores.
Anyone parking or leaving a parking space completely backs up traffic - that is why I will NEVER park in
this area. I do not like the raised parking situation, and have rarely if ever seen the poles moved out
to make a wider pedestrian space or seating for the 2 restaurants in this area, but would prefer to just
leave it alone if it means costs and traffic disruptions. As it is, traffic is often backed up all the way
down Millburn Ave to the high school!!!!
More important is to bring back multiple lanes of traffic where there is only one lane on Millburn
Avenue
I never understood the rationale for the Flex Parking Project, and don’t see how it solves for anything.
Getting through downtown, especially at peak times, is slow and painful. Further, I’ve witnessed,
firsthand, countless people trying to park and leave the fronts or tears of their cars hanging out, not
just slowing everything down as they park but then creating the potential for accidents. I strongly
favor going back to what we had before, which was far more desirable.
You have spent enough to create a disaster. Remedy it and don’t rack
Up fees. Take it from something less essential or if need be keep
It as low as possible. You have ruined business somany further disruption is not acceptable. This whole
project is a disaster. I also think there should be free parking to bring business back. Maybe get coins
to pay based on being a customer so that parking is not abused. Do for a year as a good will gesture.
Please don’t spend any major capital: let people get used to parallel parking. If you look at how poorly
people park in front of Millburn deli and chocolate works area you see the same horrible parking jobs

with their tails sticking out into the roadways every day.
The tax payer money invested was irresponsible and continued lengthy traffic problems from
Complete Streets has significant negative impact on our downtown. The flex parking is problematic
and needs to be corrected yet the idea of sinking more tax dollars and additional traffic/construction
problems into this plan is seriously distressing.
Zero issue parking in the current design. It is a psychological road block for those who cannot. Yes
bollards are hard to see and should be more visible and not damage cars if inadvertently hit. If you are
a good driver and can parallel park then this shouldn’t be a problem.
Cost and disruption are important. But this project must be undone anyway. The downtown should be
returned to how it was, just nicer. The bumpouts, the flex parking, the narrow streets are horrible. We
need two lanes northbound on Main St. The entire project was ill-conceived and poorly executed. A
comprehensive fix is needed with a good plan.
Couldn't someone think of it before all this tax payer's money was spent? Beside it being "Millburn
down town", it is also a main traffic root in the area. There are very few alternative roots (if any) and it
should not be clogged.
"A) Keep Flex Parking exactly as is and add Bollard Sleeves to increase height and visibility." is a bit
confusing as people may not understand what Bollard Sleeves are, and/or may want to keep bollards
and flex parking as is, but may not wish to increase ht. Seems like the issues need to be separated to
get to how people feel. Also, these are technical solutions that people are not equipped to answer.
They can however answer questions that deal directly with what their particular issues are. So I wish
the questions were more geared to dissecting respondants' problems /challenges. Ie. Do you drive
forward into the flex parking space or do you back into the space? What is your biggest issue with flex
parking. a. narrow space, b. height of parking c. bollards getting in the way d. reverse parking with cars
behind me, etc. Once we know the challenges, then the engineers should be the ones to address
those challenges. We're not asking people to tell us how to design and construct the roads.

Construction timing question: No option for after school rush hour - 9-2pm? Is that even an option?

Not only do we want to know how often people park in flex parking, but don't we want to know

frequency of people traveling through town on a regular basis. This may be helpful to correlate to the
next question of tolerance for construction disruptions.

Temporary disruption question: Is there a more direct way of finding out tolerance level for additional
construction delays? Rather than vague - how important is it to me. Well, it's important if I commute
through town daily. It's important if construction will take 4 weeks vs. 4 months. Or it's important to
me that we don't have additional disruptions for extraneous constructions.

And back to the above questions on doing any construction - If I were the town, I'd want to determine
what exactly are peoples' issues/challenges and how dire are the problems to gauge whether it is
worth spending millions of dollars of [tax-payer] funds to do so. And maybe it is worth saying how
much in range of dollars people are willing to pay to undergo construction. Just asking people's
preferences or how inconvenient it may be to some people - acknowledging that people have
different thresholds for what is and what is not inconvenient - is something people need to weigh with
the consideration of the costs.
Let's take the feedback from Phase 1 and apply it to moving forward in implementing Phase 2. This
would allow us to beautify and solve safety issues continuing along the rest of Millburn Avenue.
People should know that their concerns are heard and will be applied to the next phases. By moving
forward, Taxpayers won't watch their money rip up what they just paid for in Phase 1. It would also
enable the businesses that may have suffered loss in Phase 1 to recoup, rather than have their
sidewalks/ parking torn up again. Once other phases of the project are complete, then the town could
revisit the flex parking. There should be a conversation about the future of flex parking; however, I
think it's best to let people know their voices have been heard, that their feedback will be applied to
future phases, and that removing or adapting flex parking will be revisited once the Complete Streets
Project is completed.
I believe the roadway also needs to be widened. The current two lanes are much too narrow. The
other day a woman was taking her infant out of it’s car seat. She was parked on the Dunkin side of the
road and the child’s seat was behind the passenger side (on a two way street the baby would have
been on the curbside not on traffic side). It was sooooo dangerous. Her door was swung open and she
was getting her baby out. People continue to just zoom by. I feel this project needs to be done quickly
and done during overnight hours to avert any further disruption to businesses. The moment school

ends in june this project should begin and be completed as quickly and possible. It’s should not
continue once the kids get back from summer camps and vacation. Must be complete before then.
Cannot park in town or use any local merchants until normal sidewalks and parking return. Everyone
we know hates the whole parking/streets project. Has made our town unbearable., un-navigable, and
unsafe. Have you watched MHS kids try to park their cars across from La Strada? Watched people
jumping the curb onto the bumpouts?Ever gotten stuck behind double parkers near the movies or
where it is one lane traffic? It is a NIGHTMARE! Using Summit, Livingston,Florham Park merchants as
town is "all construction all the time". This is the worst traffic the town has seen in the 47 years we
have lived here.Used to love this town. but cannot get around it anymore.I feel bad for the mom &pop
stores, but we just cannot drive or park or navigate around here any more...We have been driven
away .
Seems wasteful and inconvenient to have more construction and disruption to remove what was
*just* installed, at added cost. We can be flexible and learn how to use these spaces (learning curve
here, I believe) or just alternatively park in lots. Thanks for the survey.
Please don’t spend the money, leave as is.
Please give the community the opportunity to vote on more specific proposals, including particulars of
cost and level of disruption, and to hear from merchants that will be directly affected before deciding.
Thank you for taking the time to seek input from residents like me, who have only parked in these
spots once. I found the experience too stressful and potentially unsafe for me as the driver. I prefer to
park in the central parking lot and walk (it's really not that far to anything on the stretch of Millburn
Avenue where the bollards are right now). I welcome the removal of this parking. It makes me feel
that I'm driving into a very unappealing neighborhood, which is so different from the other stretches
that are quite attractive. Thank you!
The construction will be negatively effect the downtown business. Not worth it.
I don't like the idea of spending more money to fix something that was done poorly in the first place.
The whole traffic planning on Millburn is horrible and the little that was done didn't improve the
situation despite a ridiculous cost. Now we stick with what we have and use tax money for something

useful.
Do not see anything reason to waste any more money on this. Make sidewalks wider and it will look
aesthetically nice. Enough parking in the back. Maybe leave 15 minute parking for Starbucks ( 3
spots) wider sidewalks will be greatly utilized in the spring.
For us, we have decided to avoid Downtown Millburn because of the reduced vehicular lanes and thus
it’s slower to drive through town. We also find the new parking scheme confusing with poor
signage/instructions. This upsets us greatly as we are great supporters of local businesses, who are
suffering the consequences of the recently implemented downtown transportation project.
The retailers have already taken such a hit from this project, do not make it worse for them.
Another option is simply removing the metal bollards altogether and keeping the flex parking as is.
TOP PRIORITY: NO MORE CONSTRUCTION! Let these poor business owner have some peace. Millburn
is the unfriendliest town to business owners - making it almost impossible to have a brick and mortar
here because of the awful regulations and some of the misanthropic staff that delay their permits and
make them suffer. Don't continue disrupting them with construction.
Now that the money has been spent to create these special spaces, which frankly should not have
been done in the first place, we should use it as it was intended. There should be more of an attempt
to add additional sidewalk space during the nicer weather. Isn't that how was intended? I am shocked
that you are even contemplating getting rid of them. If you do decide to do the work, please do not do
it until the work on Glen Avenue is completed. We have enough traffic and difficulty getting around
town, PLEASE DO NOT ADD TO IT! Also this survey should have been anonymous - you should not be
required to give your personal information on any survey.
This must be addressed with a real urban planner. The current design of Complete Streets is poor and
it is not safer. The bump out are too large, the parking on sidewalk ridiculous and the one lane is
chocking the town. All of these need to be examined before we start digging up flex parking.
It is a shame it has come to this and we are once again faced with costs and disruption. This parking is
the absolute worst I have ever seen. It is dangerous and has caused more traffic problems than I
thought possible. It has stopped me from going into a town I live in and love and it has stopped me
from supporting local businesses. The amount of traffic on Millburn Avenue is unacceptable. Shame

on you all.
Any changes made should prioritize merchants, safety, ease and accessibility of downtown, as well as
aesthetics. No decisions should be made about this without first consulting a traffic consultant to see
what makes the most sense for our town. Whatever decision is made should consider the long-term
effects on our township, with the goals of keeping everyone in town safe, preventing traffic jams, and
supporting the businesses we have downtown to stay and new ones to come here. When these
changes are made, bike lanes should be considered to improve the use of safe, alternative commuting
in our township.

Side note: I’m only 23 years old and have a small car and I’m still too afraid to use the flex parking
spots. I frequent downtown every day, either by walking or driving and I’m very uncomfortable using
the flex spots. I end up parking elsewhere and walking because I’m loyal to the businesses here, but
the flex spots are a turn off for many potential town goers.
This has not been in effect long enough to judge; people are still too emotional about the complete
streets project. We should live with the current situation longer before rushing to spend more money
and disrupt local businesses.
Strongly against further spending. What's done is done. There is plenty of parking in the garage. While
I don't like the raised parking, it would be pure stupidity to spend money taking it out.
The traffic is horrific, there needs to be 3 lanes again
I believe the committee should move forward in a strategic, cost effective, and non-disruptive manner
to unite the residents and business owners. It is necessary to work as a team and be open to others
ideas.
This "flex" parking is confusing and difficult to negotiate for a large number of people, and has been a
detriment to the downtown.
I would like to see it gone, however, any changes to alter the existing configuration need to be carried
out so as to effect NO further disruption to the downtown merchants, NO traffic inconvenience to the
residents, and NO additional cost to the taxpayers - Not sure how this can be accomplished.
Livingston seems to get such projects done overnight and with minimal disruption to major roads such

as S. Livingston Ave. And stop wasting money!
A couple of speed bumps would have solved the whole situation. Glen avenue and Highland ave have
become complete disasters and thoroughfares. Old Short Hills Road has turned from a parking lot to a
graveyard from 7:30 am to 9 am and again from 2:30 pm to 7 pm. Bump outs so not needed, instead
timing the pedestrian lights better would have sufficed.
The idea of flexible parking is a neat one, if you are going to truly use the expanded sidewalk seating
often during the year. The negative to the current design are the bollards that make it hard to open
the car door, the narrow spaces, the pealing parking spot paint, and the angle at which the concrete
meets the asphalt. I think it just makes sense to go back to the original design, but perhaps widen the
permanent sidewalks a bit. More people will be able to walk the sidewalks and eat at outdoor cafe
seats that way.
I think we leave things alone and don’t spend more money. Everyone is adjusting. Traffics has slowed
down which has been a nice increased safety measure. No one can take more construction, esp the
businesses.
The parking is fine. I don’t see any needed additional change. It would be nice to use those wide
sidewalks as I don’t see a point to having widened them in the first place. To go back in now and
make additional changes only will negatively impact our local businesses and our traffic. I see no
positive value to making changes at this point. In addition, 2 other things that bother me (for safety)
is that Millburn Ave is 1 lane near Town Hall and this is dangerous when safety vehicles are trying to
get by. I also dislike that the sidewalks were widened but the power lines still remain in their original
position. Contrary to popular belief. It would not have been too expensive to bury those power lines
once you had the roads opened up. Which already happened- so now this is too late. Let’s leave we’ll
enough alone and invest the money into our schools that are all in a state of disrepair.
Have merchants provide trolley service between downtown and parking garage.
Keep it as is.
The interestiom at Main and Millburn is also way too small and poorly designed.

I think the parking is just fine. I am able to park in town at least 3x/week. Keep going with the project

til it's complete! Just be cognizant of disrupting local businesses and do the work over the summer.
Remove flex parking as it is a safety hazard. At the same time construction costs with the impact of
continual work in downtown area is a major concern.
Flex Parking and Complete Streets are a disaster and have no value add to the town of Millburn.
Please return bump-out corners to normal size corners, please remove flex parking, return the second
and third lane of traffic on Millburn Avenue.
Flex parking is counterintuitive, awkward, unsightly and dangerous, and I avoid parking there and
increasingly I avoid downtown altogether, because of the traffic backup. For the very few "festival"
days held each year, blocking the street is a far better solution that seemed to work well. Now there
are oil stains on the "sidewalk," cars hanging into roadway, and traffic backed up in all directions. I
hope these problems can be remedied.
Downtown is ruined by Complete Streets
The single lane through downtown is an even worse disaster than the flex parking and ending that is a
higher priority
Get rid of it as fast as humanly possible. It’s ugly, useless, dangerous and impacting business.
I entered "rarely or not at all" under how often I use the current parking spots not because I don't
patronize downtown merchants, but because the current system actively discourages me; if I cannot
find a regular metered space on a side street, I simply continue home and put off my shopping and
errands for another day. This has been the end result of this ridiculous change. And I think it is
appalling, but not surprising, that this survey is being distributed NOW, after downtown already has
been so dreadfully disrupted by this ill-advised idea. The sensible thing would have been to send out
queries like this while the plan was being considered; not now, when our only option is whether or not
we want to spend millions undoing the mess that's been made.
The entire flex parking situation is a disaster and evidences a complete abdication of logic and
common sense. Plus, the narrowing of Millburn avenue to two lanes in order to create more on street
parking is idiotic and unfair to those who just want to drive from point A to point B.

Restore sidewalk to original condition!
Can we time travel back please?
Driving and parking on Millburn Avenue with flex parking is extremely difficult. I try NOT driving or
parking on Millburn Avenue because of the new design. Bring back our old Millburn Avenue, the way
it used to be.
People should appreciate the shower traffic rate and consider walking, schmoozing with neighbors on
the street and not worry so much about getting ahead of someone or to the next place. Also, learn to
parallel park. Bet your car can even do you for you.
In terms of the start date of any construction, I would prefer sooner to later. However, I would defer
to the downtown business owners' opinions as to a preferred start date. I would want the project to
begin at a time that they believe would have the least deleterious impact on their bottom line.
Let the business owners in town decide what time of year would be the best for construction.
However well intended, the Flex Parking and other affiliated alterations have failed in too many
regards to remain. This situation must be remidied immediately because:
1) Parking adjacent to the Bollard Sleeves is very difficult and hazardous, disrupting all traffic and
requiring a unreasonable parking ‘skillset’.
2) Turning near and at the widenned curbs is dangerous, and probably impossible for emergency
vehicles, especially when hurried.
3) This effort is was mistake, we should immediately correct it, and move on.
I believe the sloped curb edge is a safety issue as I almost fell into an on-coming car. The parking in
this area is terrible. Cars never park in the assigned slots and typically hang into the traffic lane. This
plan was terrible!!!
Turning the downtown millburn area into a pedestrian friendly, shops restaurants and a place to be is
critical. We are an affluent town we should have a destination downtown. There is PLENTY of parking
in the lots and garages. People are more than capable of walking for any number of the lots to the
main streets of Millburn.

This I'll considered flex marking system must be removed.
I would be in favor of replacing flex parking spots with regular spots and planting a series of trees near
the edge of the sidewalk. If the township opts for this approach it may also want to consider reducing
the number of spots by having parklets (or at least pedestrian areas that could become parklets in the
future) between every 3 or 4 spots.

This project was an unmitigated mistake. Flex parking, ALONG WITH THE HUGE BUMPOUTS, should be
removed.
Going from 3 lanes to 2 lanes has been a major traffic inconvenience!
Please remove flex parking. It’s difficult to use, awkward, and dangerous for pedestrians and vehicles.
It was a mistake. Let’s fix it.
If it takes much longer than summer to undo all of this work and cause tremendous traffic congestion
to the downtown, as well as add on high additional cost of de-construction, the current street set up
should be left as is and everyone should just deal with it. Downtown merchants have already suffered
loss of business with this installation and shouldn't be further penalized with more street closures to
undo this awful parking configuration.
It can't get any worse than it is now. I live in town and never shop/park in town as it is too difficult to
actually park. Cost is a factor as we will be paying twice for something that should have been done
correctly to begin with.
I think it will be much more inviting space and great intensive for new cafes and restaurants in town. I
would also extend this setup from Douglas St to Rawley Pl. The construction might a challenge in short
term but will make Millburn a great downtown location in the long run.
Also, by removing parking will result in reduced traffic on Millburn Ave as cars will no longer need to
try to park and be safer for pedestrians.
I don’t use the spaces because I am afraid of backing into the posts. Properly positioning my large SUV
off the asphalt and on the angled cement is also problematic. This space should either be parking OR

sidewalk, not both. I think the wider sidewalk would be best and very pretty. I don’t think we need the
parking that badly. My second choice would be regular curb and asphalt parking spaces.
The problems were so obvious and I hate to be paying to reverse such errors in judgment.
The parking is hard to use and discourages going to downtown Millburn. Since complete streets
began I have affirmatively avoided downtown Millburn.
I have been a homeowner in Short Hills for over 25 years. The flex parking is confusing and unsightly. I
avoid stores in that area so that I don't have to deal with the flex parking.
Money shouldn’t have wasted on that nonsense in the first place.
Currently the spaces are too narrow because the bollards go up the side of the spot where a curb is
just a tire level. So the bollards are easy to hit. Most people do not succeed in parking without at least
one wheel on the slope.
Millburn Township Officials should be embarrassed and ashamed of themselves for the chaos,
confusion, and logistical nightmare you have all created in what was once a beautiful and “easy to get
around” downtown and one that I absolutely dread traveling through and to consistently. Traffic does
not flow at all and is a struggle to get up Main St or Millburn Ave at all times. There are many small
businesses that this whole disaster has been directly responsible for forcing to close. The ones that
stayed open are suffering tragic financial consequences. This is a tragedy that epitomizes the saying
“if it ain’t broke don’t fix it”: You all had to mettle with something that had worked for over 160
years. Why? Wish I could answer that. There are so many better ways the millions of dollars could
have been better and more beneficially spent than the waste and mismanagent you all have
perpetrated and enabled. What a mess! Fix it without costing us more millions of dollars. Jim and
Joan Carriere.
The town already spent far too much money on this process. We should not be spending more hard
earned taxpayer money just because a few business owners are not happy. Also, changes to reverse
this may violate the bond issuance terms, which could open the town up to lawsuits.
I would love to get rid of the flex parking but it is too much of a waste of money to do so.
Although this letter is a response to the Township's Flex Parking Survey, flex parking is but one of

many issues with Millburn Complete Streets that needs to be addressed. It would be a mistake to
address the flex parking issue in isolation, because the entire Complete Streets project, both phase 1
and phase 2, needs to be re-examined. It is the opinion of this letter writer that Millburn's Complete
Streets project is ill-conceived, dangerous, and an outrageous waste of taxpayers dollars. It is also a
dismaying display of governmental disregard for the concerns of the people that it purports to
represent.

First and foremost, the Township Committee needs to understand that there are many, many
residents who are completely opposed to Millburn's Complete Streets project. It is inconvenient for
many residents to wait until the end of Township Committee meetings in order to make their voices
heard - the open mic session for residents' comments should absolutely be at the beginning of the
Township Committee meetings.

Secondly, writing letters to the editor of The Item is not a reasonable option for many residents,
primarily because the issue of Complete Streets has become so divisive.

The same holds true for posting on the "Millburn Complete Insanity" Facebook page - it is not
comfortable for many residents to take part in public displays of opinion.

However, on the issue of the "Millburn Complete Insanity" Facebook page, it should be required
reading for all Township Committee members. Every facet of the debate surrounding Complete
Streets is explored, analysed, and debated. There are photos, videos, and commentary from a broad
spectrum of Millburn's population. It is a public page, so it is not required that one be a Facebook
member to read it. It is worth checking in with it regularly, and reading every post. Many people who
post are amazed at what has happened to our town, to our downtown in particular, to our back
streets in the Washington and South Mountain neighborhoods, and to their own sense of safety as
they are no longer comfortable driving through our downtown, much less parking, and hence dining
and shopping.

As for Complete Street's raison d'etre, there were cheaper and simpler ways to improve pedestrian
safety. Of course, the other ostensible reason for Complete Streets - bicycling - was not even possible
given lack of county interest.

So the question needs to be asked - why was it seen that Complete Streets was a fit for our
community? A "road diet" is an approach that works if there are other alternatives for drivers to
embrace, namely public transportation, bike lanes, and walking.

Notably, Millburn has no public transportation to speak of, and no protected bike lanes. Walking,
while it may be an occasional option for some, is totally out of the question for the majority of
residents.

This letter writer spoke at length with the people at National Complete Streets Coalition/Smart
Growth America, and studied their website. In theory, the aims of the coalition are in alignment with
our own community - there are many Millburn residents who are huge advocates of greening our
society, and of turning our towns and cities away from car culture and towards bike culture. And of
course we are all in favor of pedestrian and driver safety.

However, Millburn is not a town that fits the profile for a radical "road diet". In fact, Millburn is not
alone - there are many "road diet" failures across America. In our case, our streets are too narrow to
begin with. We lack public transportation alternatives, and safe bicycling options. And we have too
many parents that shuttle kids to and from school, and to after school activities, necessitating car
time.

If anything, we should have found ways to build a bikeway, one that cuts through Taylor Park and
connects to the reservation. This would have a been a bold nod to the ideal of embracing bike
culture; and, it would have supported our town's erstwhile status as a biking destination. It would not
have solved our problem with pedestrian safety, of course - but neither has Complete Streets.

In fact, we could have implemented low cost, sensible solutions to safeguard pedestrians, including
simple deterrents to speeding in our downtown.

As it stands now, the expense of Complete Streets is totally out of alignment with the benefits. The
flex parking is nonsensical and hackneyed. Furthermore, the visual distractions on the sidewalks make
it unnerving to drive through our downtown. And the bumpouts put pedestrians in the line of fire, so

to speak, as the bumpouts are where car lanes used to be. There is ample film footage, on "Millburn
Complete Insanity", of cars driving right into the pole at one of the bumpouts.

Of particular concern is the lane jog in the Main/Millburn intersection. If a Northbound vehicle cannot
make the slight jog to the right as it crosses the intersection, due to a mistake from a driver in the
right lane, who, for example, may change their mind about turning right or swing wide to avoid a
pedestrian, then the Northbound driver is obstructed from making the slight right jog and is instead
heading into oncoming traffic. One such incident is documented with film footage - again - to be found
on the "Millburn Complete Insanity" Facebook page.

Additionally, the parklets are ill-conceived. Though enticing in concept, parklets are not without their
dangers, and there are many municipalities nationwide that are encountering controversy based on
the proximity of parklets to fast-moving traffic. Drivers in Millburn, for example, worry that a small
child, or a dog, could slip between the parklets' foliage urns and tumble into traffic.

In short, there is chaos where there should be clear sidewalks, simple parking opportunities, and safe
driving lanes. Sidewalks should not be widened at the expense of traffic lanes. Expanding sidewalks at
the expense of drivers, safety, businesses, and pedestrians is backwards, to say the least. In this
context, there should not be benches on the sidewalk anywhere in the downtown, least of all at the
intersections. As well, there should not be greenery that distracts the sight line of drivers, and there
should not be obstacles to parking created by Flex Parking,

Finally, the lot at Town Hall is now dangerous since the ingress/egress has been merged, not to
mention the addition of a crosswalk, which adds to the congestion of people and cars in a very tight
radius.

Essentially, everything that has been done has had the result of making downtown more dangerous,
more congested, and more inconvenient. Many residents now would never dream of trying to park on
Millburn Avenue where the Flex Parking has created a hazard for drivers, parkers, and pedestrians.

It is hasty to simply undo what has been done with phase 1 of Complete Streets. Flex Parking is only
the half of it. Lanes need to be added back to Millburn Ave. And the no left turn rules need to be

reconsidered. Bumpouts need to be scaled back. Parklets need to be eliminated. The Millburn/Main
intersection needs to be reconfigured. High-priced benches should be relocated away from
intersections. These are but a few of the many changes that need to be made to our Complete Streets
experiment.

In short, the totality of the project needs to be re-examined. The Township Committee needs to listen
to the many voices who have been trying to be heard; and, it needs to work with a broad coalition of
stakeholders. Arterial should absolutely not be rehired, under any circumstances. Phase 2 should not
go forward. And most importantly, money should not be spent undoing what has been done until
there is a comprehensive plan to tackle the damage from the entire project.
I would not spend the money to fix some of the parking, but I would NEVER do this kind of parking
again. It is one of the dumbest things I've ever seen. I would move the poles back a little closer to the
buildings as people hit them when they park and you can't get out of your car sometimes. Whoever
designed this kind of parking is simply clueless. We have better things to spend our money on. But I
rarely if ever use this kind of parking.
Good idea, current design is poor. Improve design do not abandon
Millburn Ave needs to have more lanes for traffic . Not sure why we need wider parking spaces.
Our town needs to eliminate flex parking and the bump outs so emergency vehicles can come down
Millburn Ave.
Survey only addresses the flex parking. Corner bump outs are too large as has been demonstrated
near daily with cars hitting light poles and trucks/busses/emergency vehicles being unable to safely
turn.

Crosswalk by Dunkin’ was a great idea however having the entrance/exit so close by is a danger
waiting to happen. Entrance/exit should have been closer to the town hall side of the parking lot.
The new parking and lane reduction has done wonders in creating traffic jams and shutting the town
down for any business and travel
The parking renovations that were done to Millburn Avenue between the Wells Fargo bank and Main

Street were clearly very ill-conceived and have been a disaster. Based on my observations of traffic
behavior (several cars speeding through red lights) I very much doubt that the goal of calming traffic
and improving pedestrian safety has been achieved; if any improvement has occurred, it has been
slight and certainly outweighed by the drastic adverse traffic and parking conditions that have
resulted. I have been a resident of Short Hills since 1991. I have driven to and through downtown
Millburn almost every day during all those years. Now I do everything I can to avoid the area and find
other alternatives to the businesses there. The renovations are ugly and frankly stupid.
Reducing traffic to a single Lane for part of Millburn avenue is a mistake. Please adjust back to at least
2 Lanes
I used to park in the area that is currently flex parking all the time. Since the flex parking was created, I
haven't even attempted to park there once. From the moment I saw it, it seemed like a bad idea. The
only part of it that makes sense is using the extra space for outdoor dining, but that block has so few
restaurants that even that doesn't seem worth it and the one restaurant that could really use outdoor
space--La Strada--already has plenty of it in the back. The bollards are ugly and are an obstruction to
people trying to open their car doors. The cement just collects oil stains.
The ideal would be to remove flex parking on one side of the street, returning it to regular parking and
extend sidewalks on the other side. Having cars pulling in and out from both sides on a two-lane road
means constant delays. If parking were only on one side of the street, it would not disrupt the other
lane
The current system or any system with the bollards has and will continue to be a disaster. As parking
is limited and distributed enough already option 4 would be the worst of all options. In what real
world scenario is the occasional use of the walkways greater than the need for actual parking so that
the merchants can continue to prosper and survive? Option 4 decreases the majority of the
merchants at the small benefit of a few dining tables for perhaps 5 months of the year. As nice a
concept of eating outside sounds, it's still along a busy road and at the cost of adequate parking
options all year round. As frustrating as it is to have spent money to change Millburn Center, only to
spend money to put it back as before, it is obviously the best solution for local merchants, better to
admit a mistake and fix it then be stubborn.
Flex parking proved to be not advantageous over traditional curb parking. The complete street

project, of which flex parking is one component, has been demonstrated to be a disaster and waste of
taxpayer's money.
What a mess the downtown has become !
I hope that the Township continues the complete Streets project and not leave it half done. Change
requires bold leadership.
Sadly, as a result of the way the town has been changed with the traffic and the parking, I avoid going
into town. I rarely drive through town, taking back roads through Short Hills and as a result I very
seldom visit any of the restaurants or shops.
We are throwing out money. The streets are dangerous now. Businesses are hurt. I don’t drive in town
anymore. Big mistake.
The flex parking is confusing and unsightly. I avoid parking in that location as I am concerned that I will
dent my car on a bollard. Additionally, where the road narrows to one lane, and the parked cars are
elevated above street grade on both sides, quite a weird, claustrophophic effect is created by the flex
parking.
The current arrangement has its desired effect of calming traffic. I am unaware of any safety issues
and the parking seems to be nearly fully occupied so that it is apparent that it is workable. It may
seem inconvenient, but no one is now driving 35 mph through that area anymore. It is incredibly
attractive and is conducive to increased pedestrian traffic. Well done.
Relatives who live in a neighboring town almost had an accident because of the bump-outs. They
occasionally shopped in Millburn but avoid doing so now.
Parking slots should be larger in size, length and width even if it results in one or two fewer spots. This
will make parking easier, pose less traffic flow interruptions and make parking safer.
This flex parking is terrible, but I do not think the town should spend any more money on putting back
to asphalt. Just not worth it. Just take away the spaces, in my opinon.
Additional sidewalk space would be great for town if the businesses could take advantage of it easily.
Outdoor seating for the restaurants or tastings at the wine store. Easily as in it doesn't require

approvals from over a dozen entities.
This was a fiasco and a boondoggle from the beginning. After taking way too long and destroying
downtown businesses in its wake, Main St now appears more chaotic, crowded and unappealing than
before. And if the purpose of the new flex parking was to create option for both wider sidewalks as
well as parking, I just don't get it. There are always cars parked. Either restore to standard sidewalks
and parking, or wider sidewalks (with trees for shade, beauty and outdoor seating) and no parking.
And of course our taxes paid to fix a nonexistent problem, and will now pay to fix the fix.
Focus should be on pedestrians rather than cars.
I would not have originally wanted to change the original layout of the street and sidewalks, and I am
not all that happy about how it looks and functions, HOWEVER, I DO NOT want to waste any more tax
payer money on this project. Millburn Ave has now become a bottle neck from Essex St to Main
street, and the flow of traffic has been significantly impeded. Parking spots are now more difficult to
get into, but I don't think there has been a reduction in the number of spots, so no big deal. The
granite benches on the corners cost a fortune and look like they belong in a cemetary, but, the money
has already been spent and there is no reason to spend more money to get rid of them. The plantings
are about all that I like about the project, but again, the project has already been completed, and the
money has already been spent. It is fine and functional. This was a waste of tax payer money to begin
with, and should not require any further tax payer money to "fix" what was already finished.
Spend the money and time on making the side walks in the rest of the town including Short hills
where there are no sidewalks in most of the town.
Our tax dollars have been spent trying to make the streets safer for pedestrians. Why on earth would
we spend additional tax dollars so that it can be undone? We do not have a shortage of parking
compared to Maplewood, and downtown Maplewood's businesses are thriving. We built a parking
deck - and have far greater capacity than other local towns. Millburn residents need to stop
complaining about lack of parking, be willing to walk a block or two, and protect our residents from
getting mowed down. Towns that create outdoor spaces for people to linger boost business revenue
and create a more connected culture. How about researching some actual city planning studies
documenting this?

My first choice would be to widen the pedestrian area. There is plenty of parking spots on the existing
parking lots. Widening the pedestrian area would make it safer for kids and families, air less polluted
and more pedestrian friendly, all at a small cost of drivers taking a few extra steps from the parking lot
or any of the other existing parking spaces. This would mimic expansion of pedestrian-friendly areas in
NYC and many European cities by creating a town square effect where town's community could meet
and gather for shopping, strolling or a cup of coffee. This additional foot traffic would most likely
benefit the town's businesses as well.
The Township Committee should be commended for its decision to improve the safety and
appearance of the downtown area. The area is safer for pedestrians and more attractive. However,
there are some well-publicized problems with the implementation of Phase 1A.

While that the flex parking currently is being used as intended, I do not believe that the movement of
the bollards closer to the street to allow for additional dining tables on the sidewalk is practical or
safe. Many drivers are hesitant to use these spaces, which hurts the merchants.

Moreover, most people will not choose to dine just a few feet from vehicles passing through the
center of Millburn. Thus, the flex parking will never be used for its intended purpose.

There is a vocal minority of people who will continue to criticize this flex parking, which will never be
truly flexible. Although I am reluctant to recommend spending tax-payer money on a "do-over", I
think that we should do so. This will silence the critics and allow the Township Committee to move on
with improving safety for other parts of the downtown area.

I also suggest that some thought be given to having a minimum of two lanes of traffic through the
downtown area. In the area where there is one lane of traffic, traffic must stop for people to pull in
and out of parking spaces.

Steps also should be taken to improve the passage of emergency vehicles through the downtown
area. The reduction in the number of traffic lanes has necessarily increased the response time of the
Millburn Fire Department through the downtown area because private vehicles can not move over to
allow emergency vehicle to pass. For unexplained reasons, the Township Committee appears

reluctant to implement well-proven technology to eliminate this problem.
Please consider free 2 hour parking in town, as they do in many neighboring towns. This would
GREATLY increase people’s time in town which, in turn, helps our local businesses.
It is hard to believe this project ever occurred. What a complete mess. I still can’t understand what
happens when emergency vehicles need to get through downtown from the point where street goes
to one line & parking is on both sides. A risky set up for sure.
Would like to see the raised area for flex parking leveled back down. Like the parklets idea.
I would welcome any improvements to the current parking situation in town but I'd most prefer
returning to the "traditional" curb parking . Not only do I not like the look of the Flex Parking, but I
now do everything possible to avoid having to utilize the parking there because of its challenges and
frustrations! (My daughter, who is a new driver, feels the same way. If she is driving, she'd rather go
to eat, get ice cream, shop in another town than have to park in the Flex Parking on Millburn Ave!)
It is difficult to park in the flex parking, and on one occasion, people were standing in the space, not
realizing it was "the street". I had to stop my car as I was backing into the space and hold up traffic
since Millburn Avenue is one lane, and ask the people to move. Additionally, you have put pedestrian
crossings next to parked cars, making it difficult to see people who want to cross as the cars obstruct
the driver's view. This is also poor planning by the township and adds to a very unsafe situation. It
was a mistake to imagine Millburn as a walking town. It is not. The flex parking should be eliminated
and returned to asphalt, and weight sensitive zebra crossings should be installed to ensure the safety
of pedestrians. The flashing lights of a zebra crossing would be visible to moving vehicles even if the
person crossing is not. Design is nothing if functionality is not considered.
The raised platform makes it very difficult to parallel park. I like the islands at the ends and am in
favor of narrowing downtown streets to narrow traffic, but it’s very tough to park on a raised surface
on a congested street. I would be in favor of a complete street plan similar to Manhattan’s design,
and would also support the addition of a bike lane on one side of the street between the curb and
parking spaces if we are considering a complete redesign. I do think the look of downtown has greatly
improved, and if parking on the “sidewalk” is eliminated, it would be even better!
This parking was the stupidest thing ever. Makes no sense. Bring back regular parking or diagonal

parking
As a town resident, while I'm all for making the downtown less trafficked and more safe for
pedestrians, I don't find the flex parking to be in support of these goals. It's narrow, confusing,
unsightly, and because of the single-lane narrowing of traffic, it actually increases
congestion/pollution by slowing the pace of cars moving through our downtown.
It was a dumb idea and the designers should pay to restore Millburn Ave to the way it was.
The parking design is undesirable for me to park and for me to travel through the town. I do not use
flex parking, not because I do not patronize the shops in the town, but because the flex parking is
"discouraging". In my opinion it discourages me to shop in Millburn. Infinitely worse than Summit or
Maplewood. [The survey design should have asked "how often do you park in Millburn?"] The
questions about when to begin, costs, and disruption go beyond my level of competency, as I suspect
for most residents. These questions can be answered by persons knowledgeable on the facts and
constraints such as (hopefully) our elected town officials. Do not use my answers to these questions as
indicating my preferences. I am answering these "required", under protest and arbitrarily, only
because they are "required" for my opinions to be registered. They are not my answers because I am
unable to pretend that I know sufficient facts and constraints that might enable me to answer them
reasonably well at this time. I am a registered professional engineer in New Jersey and a 35 year
resident of Short Hills.
I have never understood what the township government thought they were accomplishing by the
changes to the downtown parking pattern. With the exception of the addition of the garage, the
changes have, in my view, been detrimental and a waste of the taxpayer's money. The flex parking
areas are very difficult to use. Having attempted to park in them once, I would never park there again.
I think those people on the group that voted it in should have to pay to take away those stupid flex
things. As a citizen and tax payer why should I have to pay for it a second time. As far as the bollards
go, I think there should be some on sidewalks to prevent a person (man) from mowing down people
on sidewalks.
Flex parking is also disruptive and dangerous as drivers maneuver to park without signalling or
signaling too late. Cars behind are suddenly stuck behind them as said drivers try to parallel park

causing more traffic.
I used to shop downtown frequently as did my neighbors. People vocally say they do not anymore bc
of the traffic. For 8+ years I travel across Glen to get to Maplewood, the last 1.5 years the traffic backs
up through the Papermill light bc of people avoiding down town. I have lived in town for over 25
years.
This flex parking creates huge traffic congestion as cars try to park. It is very difficult to park in the flex
spaces. I tried several times and gave up because it is so hard to get up into the spots.
This survey should have occurred before the horrible decision to add FLEX parking. FLEX Parking is
awkward to use, awkward to look at ,and hazardous to motorists who must park on a ledge. The
sidewalks will not stay white because of leaking fluids from cars. The bump outs are dangerous to
motorists.
What about diagonal head in parking like Maplewood has?
I no longer, or very infrequently patronize downtown businesses because of the mess that has been
created in downtown Millburn. It's not worth the hassle. And now that the businesses that I use to
support have left town due to decreased business, there is zero reason to go to town for me. The
project is a disgrace and should be ripped out with no additional cost to taxpayers. I now spend my
time and money in Summit or Maplewood.
As a 60 plus years Millburn resident I feel that all flex parking must be removed and Millburn Avenue
must be returned back to what it was! Millburn Avenue is now was a complete disgrace. Business
owners are suffering and people chose not to drive into our beautiful downtown.
The parking in its current state is not effective. My car had received damage from hitting the poles,
the interfere with door openings cars are constantly sticking out on the streets

The removal of the bumpouts or instead raising the sidewalk to be a guide to would be fabulous.
Seems like the purpose of the bumpouts is to protect pedestrians but I don't remember people being
hurt on the sidewalk being a problem. I like the improvements but the parking design is just much
more annoying than it should be.

The flex parking design is a miss. It looks nice when there are no cars, but terrible when there are cars
half on - half off of the side walk, crooked in the spaces, parked too far in the street because they are
afraid of damaging their cars on the bollards, etc.
This plan has made a mess of downtown. It needs to be fixed. The long term cost of reduced interest
in the town for businesses and housing and then higher taxes will outweigh the short term cost of
fixing this disaster as quickly as possible.
Bring the old Millburn back!!!
I whole-heartedly approve of Complete Streets but I do find the flex parking challenging -- but parking
on the parts of Millburn Avenue without flex parking is challenging as well, so I don't think going back
to that is optimal either. I think making the parking spaces wider and longer so folks can pull in frontwise would be helpful. I know pulling in front-wise is not ideal, but with the traffic flow being what it is
in downtown, traditional backing-in parallel parking is difficult and even more so with the odd on-thecurb situation of the flex-parking that most people are not used to. This will make fewer parking spots,
but if lots are made easier to use (the new muni-meter system is beyond annoying), this could
encourage people to park there. Or perhaps to make businesses more amenable to new parking
arrangements and Complete Streets overall, the township can make parking in lots free (as it is in
Maplewood) for, say, the next two years or so. I'd also encourage adding more speed bumps to the
South Mountain area to slow traffic there and discourage "the Waze" short-cut phenomenon. Also
strongly recommend making Millburn Avenue two-way. With both lanes heading in the same
direction, pedestrian cross-walks are still dangerous: the car in the far lane often cannot see that a
ped has stepped into the near lane as their view may be blocked by the car in that lane. Overall, very
much approve of the efforts to calm traffic -- with the new Washington School, slowing down is more
important than ever to keep kids safe. And in a very short time, Millburn will be the "walkable"
downtown that so many homeowners and buyers are looking for.
I have not used the parking spots in this location since they were installed. I park either in the lots
behind the stores/shops.
Flex parking is a major design flaw in the Millburn CS project. It bears no resemblance to the drawings
I saw at the initial presentation of CS by Arterial. Parklets are a "cute" idea for summer business, but
the year-round convenience of parking should be a primary consideration going forward. We tried

flex parking. It didn't work for our town with a flawed design!
Aside from parking, the new ugly LED street light poles look terrible. 99% of the homes are colonial
and we have these super-modern LED light pole rectangles, that are not only ugly by themselves, but
since the old telephone poles remain in place, we now have double the light poles we had before.
We should model our downtown after Princeton and similar colonial-style areas.
What difference does it make? The damage was done with the original plan that was totally ludicrous
and a burden on ALL that pay taxes. As a lifelong resident of Millburn I find the original character of
this beautiful community has been badly damaged!
Free parking should be offered during construction for the inconvenience of parking in town .
You don't address the most important issues in this survey - traffic flow for the town's Central artery.
This survey is seriously flawed and written to extract the answers you desire. Please focus on keeping
at least 2 full lanes moving throughout downtown - for the sake of the train, through access, school
access, and neighborhood access. Focusing on parking got us into this terrible situation in the first
place. Focus on parking at the expense of traffic flow is destroying Millburn's quality of life. People
move here for trains and schools, not parking for downtown boutiques.
Flex parking Is unsafe and has no place in Millburn. Do not tell us it will be expensive to restore sanity
in downtown Millburn- officials must do their jobs and negotiate with the people who are responsible
for this disaster and have them pay to fix it.
My recommendation is to leave as is, so us tax payers will not incur any more cost or have to put up
with further inconvenience.
The flex parking spots provide very few additional spots and are a complete eyesore. There should not
be parking on the curb.
Large delivery trucks also need to be given an alternative or ticketed - they cannot fit in a parallel
parking spots (raised or flat) and it becomes dangerous when they use the left lane of traffic to double
park while making their delivery.
These "Flex Parking" spaces simply don't work. They are dangerous to pedestrians and fellow drivers
who are trying to make their way through town. Most people can't parallel park in normal conditions,

but the conditions of the raised parking spaces on what should be pedestrian-safe territory PLUS
navigating two-lane single direction traffic while trying to park, make this type of parallel parking truly
hazardous. I am so disappointed that our town has wasted so much money and time on this illconceived approach. But I am glad that the town is trying to fix it.
All this construction has made Whittingham Tr. a thru street as driver are avoiding Millburn Ave.
where it narrows down to one lane near town hall. People do not want to come to Millburn to shop
and therefore there are so many empty stores. This Complete Sts. is a complete disaster and I feel
badly for the merchants who are trying to make a success of their business.

Please also address crosswalk at Dunkin’ and employee parking/ feeding meters and not utilizing
permit lots. They take away from patrons wanting to park/shop!
If you look at Summit, they extended summer sitting space by taking over actual parking spaces using
planters etc. similar to what Millburn did in front of Dunkin’ Donuts, but without the strange flex
parking.
I park at 6 am on the flex parking, when NO ONE ELSE IS PARKED THERE. It is the only time I can
maneuver into the spot.
I avoid driving southbound on Main Street if I need to turn left on Millburn Ave. Too hard to make the
turn safely.
And it is ridiculous to ban the left hand turn from Millburn Ave going northbound onto Essex Street.
The only thing that I approve of is the new configuration of the right merge from Essex onto Millburn
Ave by the bank.
Flex parking with the raised platform was a waste of money and pointless. The platform will
eventually be stained by oil dripped from cars, and serves no purpose. Restore pavement.
While not perfect, the current configuration addresses multiple uses without materially
disadvantaging any one party (e.g., merchants, pedestrians, motorists). Hence the term 'Flex Parking'.
I also think walking downtown is safer now. I would not vote to change it.
Seeing the new "improvements" in place and how people use them, I have concerns about the raised

parking. I feel the spots are narrow. I also feel that as a driver, Millburn Ave through this corridor feels
narrower than it used to. Cars are often parked part-way on the raised pavement, part off, which
makes it difficult to drive past and contributes to the narrow feel. I appreciate that it must be difficult
to open the driver door with the bollards and that may explain how people park. I have not ever taken
advantage of these flex spaces since they have been introduced. I find it intimidating to try to get into
the raised spaces and dangerous to try to pull out off the uneven curb.
Choice C: if you are keeping the raised pavements you cannot remove the bollards. i am concerned
about pedestrian safety. removing the bollards, is confusing for pedestrians (esp students) and drivers
that cars are "parked on the sidewalk." If you remove the bollards, you have to also lower the parking
back to street level.
While I, personally, rarely ever (even before the improvements) use the flex spaces, I think they are
critical for downtown businesses. People who have placed a take out order at a local restaurant or are
just grabbing a quick coffee want a convenient place to park and run in. They don't want the hassle of
finding a spot in the lot, and taking time to key in their license plate and pay the 25 cents and walking
the extra half-block just to run in to pick up a pizza that is hot and waiting for them. While it only takes
2 minutes to do, people will instead choose to get their salad, pizza and coffee in Livingston or other
local community where they can conveniently park and grab. Flex parking is critical for our local
businesses to succeed, but we must also find a way to keep pedestrians, especially students, safe.
The parking in Maplewood works because of the width of road, I think we should not have any parking
on our short mainstreet, save it for pedestrian use and maybe we would use our own downtown
more. I know I certainly would.
We’ve already lived through the disruption & traffic. I work in town but when I park to shop or eat I
almost always park in the lot next to Dunkin’ Donuts. I avoid the flex parking
While I’m not a huge fan of the flex parking and generally don’t park there, I think we need to give our
new downtown some time to just ‘be’ without more construction. I do think that it looks nicer in the
areas that have been redone and hopefully people will choose to enjoy it rather than aways criticizing
it. I don’t like the look of half on/half off parking which is why I would support widening the spots, but
not at great expense or disruption to businesses again
Flex parking is such a bad idea and should be removed. I don’t understand the advantage of having it
and why we had to spend the money to institute it. Please bring back the ability to make a left on

main st from Millburn avenue.
The new flex parking is horrible!
The bollards and shallow, inclined parking spaces make parking a vehicle not equipped with a back up
camera and/or back up alerts very difficult. These conditions seem to result in poor parking of large
SUV's and obstructed traffic lanes on Millburn Ave. The corner bump outs and and shifting lanes on
Main Street are hazardous and need re-evaluation.
I am happy that the sidewalks have been widened and the streets narrowed 1) to discourage traffic
that is just passing through - safer for residents and esp all the kids that are there, and 2) to make it
look so much nicer. Please don't spend money and disrupt businesses with construction to undo the
good that has been done!
Ive stopped going to shops (I.e., Starbucks...) where I’d need a few min to pick up something, because
the process for paying for the parking space and paying for a minimum of 1 hr, is ridiculous.
The Township Committee had a plan, it was presented at several meetings so that everyone would
know what was planned and was reported in the Item. The original plan should be finished and no
additional funds should be allocated to return to the previous configuration at this point.
Instead of the costly effort of removing the raised spots and the bollards, why not add pavement to
the street in between the raised spots so that it meets the same height across, with a slight incline and
decline to ramp on and off. Also, just keep the bollards for pedestrian safety. That way, there's no
excavation, and only additional paving, which would expedite fixing this area. Additionally, the
parking lot by the City Hall and the Dunkin Donuts should have one way traffic, and not have a
walkway immediately adjacent to a left turn.
Flex parking, along with the roadway narrowing into a single lane, was part of an ill-conceived plan
that has cost our town in reputation, business, and money. I've witnessed how this plan has slowed
first responders from getting to emergencies because of a single indifferent motorist that refuses to
move out of the one-lane road and provide the right of way. The plan is impractical and has already
done enough damage. The bump-outs at intersections are awkward and difficult to maneuver
around. The traffic pattern at the north/south intersection of Millburn Ave and Main St. is confusing
with the required jogs into lanes. The illuminated overhead street signs are garish and channel Las

Vegas Boulevard and are devoid of any charm nor appropriate for a town the scale of Millburn. The
large contempto planters and granite funereal benches are out of place and the broad sidewalks are
more appropriate for large towns such as Newark rather than a small town such as Millburn. The
consultant firm that designed this plan should be held accountable for this disaster and should be
pursued for any costs involved to correct the functional problems in the plan as well as to reintroduce
charm back into Millburn.
Absent cost, my preference would have been Option B (traditional curb and asphalt roadway).
However, given that the cost to install flex parking has already been incurred, my preference is to
minimize additional cost and live with the design as-is. Not a good use of financial resources to re-do
the design that was already reviewed and approved. Prefer to wait out the lifespan of the existing flex
parking and not change/replace until that time.
1) I will not use the flex parking, primarily because it is too congested in that section and getting in and
out of those spaces is too risky, but... 2) I REALLY resent our taxes being used to do, then undo, pricey
projects such as this; 3) Just about every day I walk from the Short Hills train station to Vaux Hall Road.
That walk is infinitely safer because of the Complete Streets work. Statistics for pedestrian-vehicular
accidents before and after will doubtless show the benefits of what Millburn did; 4) We all had
innumerable opportunities to give input on the Complete Streets work before it started; 5) A verylong-time and prominent member of the DMDA repeated for years that we need to “calm traffic” in
Millburn, to encourage shoppers to stop and shop. I replied each time that calming traffic will drive
those cars away. I would like to see statistics on the results to businesses of calming that traffic, but I
suspect I know what that would show. Be careful what you wish for DMDA.
Please admit that this was a disastrous experiment & fix it. Most of us avoid flex parking bc we don't
want our cars or selves hit or to be unable to open door bc of bollards. That leaves parking in lots
which is limited or just avoiding downtown entirely which hurts merchants & town overall. It is also
difficult to drive through downtown bc cars are sticking out into driving lanes.
I come to town daily and do not have a problem with the parking the way it is. I really hate the
payment system though and much preferred the meters or a way to pay electronically without having
to pay a fee.
We need MORE parking options, not less. Our downtown businesses have really been hurt by all the

construction, so we cannot disrupt their daytime business again. Option C is best - although I have no
problem with current spaces, I have seen some people struggle to park. Related, is there a way to
decrease all of the pass through congestion and speeding through our town, while not deterring
people from coming downtown to patronize our businesses?
Main street is already a zoo with reduced lanes. If construction congests traffic even more, I will make
every effort to avoid downtown as much as possible.
Forgive me for not following survey directions, but this seems like a fair moment to comment on what
I believe to be an interconnected issue, as I cast a "none of the above" answer to the survey. I realize I
haven't stayed informed on all issues, but at 20,000 feet (and while I am not a fan of the flex parking),
my own preference would be that none of the above actions should be taken, unless and until the
town determines them to be appropriate under a more complete plan. To me, a more complete plan
would be one that effectively tackles traffic flow and congestion issues downtown. Upon tackling
these issues, there might not be a need for the survey. Maybe I'm wrong, but I really don't believe
there needs to be the lengthy, daily traffic backups which exist today on our major downtown arteries,
especially those on Main St./Old Short Hills Rd, which make a drive into our town dreaded by many.
And I feel deeply for our merchants whose businesses bear the brunt of these issues. Since moving
into town nearly 15 years ago, I've never believed a town of our size truly should require two of its
three major arteries to be one-way streets. I imagine the status quo may have developed originally to
help alleviate downtown traffic congestion, which may have worked for a time. But today I believe
this contributes to the congestion, not to mention to driving frustrations of navigating the downtown.
If true, then maybe there's a way (re)establish two-way traffic downtown on Millburn Ave. and Essex
St. and in doing so alleviate many of the traffic issues? The key would lie with Main St. As a possible
solution, if Main St. might be made wider on the southbound side, north of Essex St., to make room
for three lanes of traffic before the intersection at Essex, a lefthand designated left turn only lane at
Essex might ease traffic on Main north of Essex and enable Essex to become two directional. Similarly,
if it were possible to develop a designated left turn only lane on the northbound side of Main St. south
of Millburn Ave., that might ease northbound traffic on Main, south of Millburn Ave. Converting these
roads to two-way likely involves some complicated planning solutions, but I believe it should be
possible and that it's important enough to explore seriously. Thanks for this opportunity to comment.
How long of a construction period are we looking at

Please also restore the previous traffic flow downtown, allowing left turns where none are currently
permitted.
Some questions should give more info, such as when to begin work. How long the work will take
could impact the answer. If it begins in summer for example, it would hopefully be finished by fall and
how long is a 'temporary' disruption. One more thing, I am a resident, property owner, and downtown
business property owner.
I dislike the traffic patterns that the "flex parking" created. I liked it better when there were more
available lanes of traffic flowing down Millburn Ave and fewer traffic snarls. I do not find the flex
parking useful and was very disappointed that these changes were made with little or no initial input
from resident tax payers. The bollards (at any height) and concrete construction are too difficult for
many drivers to use safely. I am definitely not in favor of enlarging the concrete flex parking spaces. I
prefer either the traditional curb and asphalt roadway (especially if the pre- flex parking scenario
could be re-created) or possibly the additional pedestrian sidewalk access option. I think downtown
Millburn could be both more aesthetically pleasing and more attractive to shoppers with additional
greenery/displays and outdoor cafe seating. I prefer safe, accessible pay-station parking lots to any
kind of street parallel parking. I am willing to walk a few blocks to my destination from a pay-station
or other parking lot.
We paid for this already and it was never approved by residents. It has has proven to be a disaster to
the traffic through town and in neighborhoods. No thought was given to the opening of the
Washington School and speeding cut through traffic in South Mountain. Many of my friends from
neighboring towns and the northern areas of Short Hills avoid coming to Millburn. They can shop
elsewhere. The turn situation onto Millburn Ave. east from Main Street coming north has backed up
traffic past the Shop Rite. I have lived here for 45 years and feel this has proved to have a negative
effect to our town.
There is a learning curve when if comes to parking on flex parking but it is doable. People do not park
correctly at the parking spots that do not have flex parking. Us my tax dollars to improve the rest of
downtown.
So much time & money is wasted in this town. Big ego's need to get out of the picture. This town has
changed for the worst. All I hear from my friends & family is how awful it is to maneuver through

town, no reason to come here.
Let us not waste township money to change what has been done. It looks lovely - use the money to
promote the local stores and increase traffic rather than change things just because .....
Zero to minimal cost should be the priority for work on the already completed/renovated sections of
downtown. Spending money on cosmetic changes to new concrete is just plain wasteful. Utilize
lessons learned - such as to eliminate the raised parking areas - to improve on the next section of
Millburn ave renovation. Complete Streets as of today has not been perfect, but it's been a net
improvement to the downtown and the continued delays in finishing the upgrades to the rest of the
downtown is damaging to Millburn.
The survey questions are not clearly written. For example, what does it mean to rate the importance
of a temporary disruption? Importance to getting construction completed? Importance to me in
using downtown? The question is unclear. Not sure what I am responding to.
This whole mess is a travesty. Whoever came up with this idea in the first place and approved it
without regard to the full impact on local businesses, residents and aesthetics did not do their job to
this community. It is disgraceful. And NOW to ask for a revision and spend more money is ludicrous. I
am appalled.
The priority of the town should be to install a traffic signal preemption system to allow emergency
vehicles easy access through town. The flex parking, while not my favorite part of complete streets,
would be too costly to change and cause a greater disruption to town Merchants that have suffered
enough from construction losses.
This town is becoming unbelievable. Glen avenue has been disrupted for approximately 4 months
now. This is not long after Glen was taken out for bridge replacement. The flex spots are a mess. The
extra sidewalk space is not even used in the summer and now the concrete flex spaces are disgusting
with oil drops and skid marks. If we wanted wider sidewalks we should have just chosen to get rid of
spots. You are trying to have the best of both worlds and its failed miserably. Last summer the extra
sidewalk space was never even used by pedestrians. why did we spend $9mm to create a mess???
I never park there because I am afraid I may hit my car with the posts.

I rarely park in the flex parking spots because of the risk of damage to my car.
People just need the opportunity to get used to the new design. A lot of the resistance comes from
the upheaval caused by the endless construction. More construction would be detrimental. I have
stopped driving through town because of it.
The redone stretch of Millburn Avenue have gone from unsafe ugly & rundown to a lot safer, more
practical, esthetically pleasing and welcoming.

It would be a terrible shame and colossal waste of money to return it to the former.
Sorry to say but anyone who is unable to park their cars in the flex spots need some additional driver's
ed!

I also think that input from people of other towns should not be taken into account. They don't risk
their lives crossing Millburn ave. Where Millburn ave hasn't been modernized drivers immediately
speed up to get through town as fast as possible! Now we at least have one block that is safer!

As a long time resident I really hope the original plans will come in to effect. It appears this has turned
in to a partisan issue. It is about safety and entering the 21st century, not politics! Unfortunately
many residents who are for this change don't speak up only those who complain.
I don't understand the rationale for having the parking spaces raised above the road surface. In my
view that's the biggest issue; it makes parking in these spaces very awkward. However, not worth
spending additional funds simply because some folks don't know how to- or are incapable of- figuring
out how to park there. Also not worth spending money for the sake of spending money; i.e., just to
say that something was done to "fix" complete streets. It's disingenuous at best, and the project
hasn't really worsened the traffic downtown by that much. Traffic has always been bad and will
continue to be bad, but at least no one's speeding down Millburn Ave mowing jaywalkers down.
Parking in front of all those businesses is not necessary, it causes poor pedestrian visibility and creates
a bottleneck of cars.
Why were these Flex parking put in place in the first place? I don't recall having a town meeting to
create them. How much did the town spend to create them?

I am not a fan of the flex parking. My car has already had a run in with one of the bollards so i now
stay away. My erratic driving aside, Millburn was already crowded with cars. Adding the flex parking
and taking away one of the lanes was not a good idea in my opinion and creating a single lane coming
into Millburn was also not a good idea. When the High School lets out and during rush hour, the
traffic in that area is just insane.
I do everything and anything to AVOID going downtown because of the traffic and parking issues . I
avoid it by going "around" thru South Mountain and Old Short Hill Road areas. I am sure many are
doing the same - causing additional problems for lack of business for the local merchants in town and
for the residential areas that are now bearing the additional traffic thru their neighborhoods . Its a
shame .
I totally disapprove of the new downtown setup and avoid travelling on that section of Millburn
Avenue whenever possible.
Why waste money on this? It's a minor inconvenience and quite expensive to fix. All to fix a trivial
problem experienced by just a few drivers, that adds 5 seconds to the amount of time it takes to park?
I don't think the flex Parking is great - but the cost and disruption to remove and replace is way too
high to undertake removing it.
I appreciate the survey, but think MSH should hire a traffic professional to present us with 2
alternatives (this is too important to be determined by a lay opinion poll); I was really torn about how
to answer Questions 1A and 1B, without expert input.
Don't waste my tax dollars on doing something twice. Improve places that were not recently updated
instead of undoing new construction.
I don't mind the flex parking, but it is too narrow. Ideally, it should be widened and made into 20minute parking to be used just for running into a store or dropping someone off. Please don't rip it up
and put it back to the way it was. One more comment: Next time you write a survey please have a
professional survey-writer in town volunteer do it. Plenty of people are in market research who can
do this. You'll get better answers. For example, "rate the importance of a temporary disruption"
makes no sense. I don't know if 5 means I don't want disruption or I don't mind disruption. It needs to
be worded differently. Also, it's not clear if returning to asphalt and curbs would mean a return to

three lanes.
This is insane. To have already spent all the time, money, energy, and disruption to even consider
changing it at this point is ludicrous. Give me a call if you want to hear more of my opinion.
The parking works as is and the streets look beautiful and are definitely safer! It isn’t worth the cost to
remove something that works. That is just a waste of money!
The current status of parking and the center of town is abysmal. It creates confusion, traffic and
avoidance of giving business to local merchants. I find myself going into town less and less due to
these issues.
Remove this travesty asap
to fix this problem any disruption is worth it....i will find an alternate route...
Lived for 45 years in Millburn Township until recent move to condo but return frequently to doctor,
dentist, personal services and to see family members etc. Am discouraged from traveling into town,
meeting friends & shopping by constant disruptions on the roadways ( years of it now/way before we
moved) and confusing traffic changes and obscure parking options. Am CONSTANTLY hearing negative
comments from others while in town about how difficult this endless disruption has become and how
unwelcome the changes are. Millburn has not solved traffic congestion, nor improved the visitor
experience...quite the opposite.
I have driven through here 5 days a week at 5:30-6:00 pm for 8 years. Since the construction, I have
witnessed many potential accidents and dodged a few myself. People do not understand how to park
here and seem more accident prone than usual when pulling out into traffic. I have tried parking here
recently and will not try again.

Zone C Parking Transactions by Month ‐ 2017
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2018 Transactions:
January – 3,613 (compared to 1,361 in Jan – 17)
February – 3,656 (compared to 1,934 in Feb – 17)

*Number of parking spaces in Zone C (Millburn Ave. between Town Hall and Main St.): 33
**Free parking was offered 2017 – 8 days in June and from Nov. 15th through December 31st.

